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Abstract 
With the recent development in single-board embedded systems, wireless 

communications technologies and mechatronics systems, aerospace researchers have an 

opportunity to design an affordable controller that can enhance the performance of 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). The controller has to be able to drive the nonlinear 

aerodynamic system with maximum stability and fast response. In this research, different 

control methods have been studied and it is decided to use a nonlinear control method to 

help adapting the high nonlinearity in our system. The high nonlinearity is due to the 

coupling between the nonlinear dynamic aircraft model and the nonlinear aerodynamics 

inputs. Therefore a nonlinear flight controller using Fuzzy Gain Scheduling is 

implemented and simulated on Matlab Simulink. Fuzzy system is used to interpolate 

between different linear control laws to maintain aircraft stability. The simulation of the 

LQR FGS (Linear Quadratic Regulator, Fuzzy Gain Scheduling) shows that the aircraft 

preformed a stable flight compared to the LQR controller. The later was not able to keep 

a stable flying condition for the aircraft for the same input command and initial 

conditions; this shows the advantage of using nonlinear controllers over linear controllers 

for such systems. In this thesis, a fuzzy interface was designed to make this nonlinear 

control algorithm suitable for the proposed avionics unit. A low cost avionics unit was 

also manufactured using off-the-shelf stand-alone embedded system board based on 16-

bit Microcontroller. The main concern in developing this avionics unit is to design, 

develop, implement and test an affordable, reliable, and programmable Digital Flight 

Control System (DFCS). The DFCS contains a variety of Off-The-Shelf commercial 

sensors that enables it to get all the states needed to fully control the aircraft. The price of 

the developed avionics unit was less than $1000, which is very low compared to the 

available avionics units. 
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CHAPTER   1 

Introduction 
 

Automatic control of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) had been a growing area 

of research in aerospace technology, yet this area needs a lot of development in order to 

get a complete autonomous aircraft that can perform all kinds of maneuvers with high 

performance and stability. These advance control algorithms are usually nonlinear 

methods of control that have to be implemented in the Digital Flight Control System 

(DFCS) of the UAV or what is usually called the autopilot. The autopilot consists of 

several components that are integrated together along with a tailored embedded software 

operation system to perform a specific task. The aerospace industry is also benefiting 

from the advancement of other technologies like sensor fusion, propulsion systems, 

navigation aids and single-chip embedded system. Advance control technology, 

embedded systems, and MEMS technology made autonomous systems feasible and cost 

effective (Jang, 2004). The availability, durability and ease of use of this kind of 

technologies made it relatively cost effective and accessible to develop UAVs’ advanced 

control systems In this chapter a brief introduction about UAV, what they are and what 

they do as well as their history and previous work done will be presented.  Finally we will 

state the thesis objectives and contribution. 

 

1.1 Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) 

UAV is Unmanned Aerial Vehicle that is controlled autonomously by an 

integrated system called the Autopilot. In old days, the autopilot was built using analog 

circuits that forms several PID (Proportional Integral Derivative) loops to control the 
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aircraft stability. Nowadays, microcontrollers with embedded software are used in 

modern control of a UAV. Microcontrollers are the brain of the autopilot, they read the 

signals from all onboard sensors, like inertial sensors and air data sensors, and then they 

process the data according to the control algorithm and command the actuator 

accordingly. The initial design of autopilots served as a Stability Augmentation System 

(SAS) that provides proper flight stability of a marginally stable or unstable aircrafts. But 

in UAVs the autopilot takes full control over the aircraft. With a specific mission 

programmed in the microcontroller, UAVs can be fully autonomous. But most UAVs 

nowadays can also be remotely controlled in case of any emergency.  

UAVs vary in size, cost, mission, and endurance. They can be from a several 

inches micro size UAV that perform very short missions to over one hundred feet UAV 

that has high endurance and high range communication capabilities like High Altitude 

Long Endurance (HALE) (www.gruntsmilitary.com). UAVs have several features that 

make them attractive to use. It’s not only their capability of flying autonomously and 

performing specific missions, but also because they are relatively inexpensive compared 

to manned aircrafts. Using UAVs in dangerous missions behind enemy lines will also 

protect the lives of human pilots. A new breed of UAVs is the UCAVs (Unmanned 

Combat Aerial Vehicle) (Pike, 2005) which are designed to address a variety of the most 

dangerous missions due to their high maneuverability and endurance. These vehicles are 

usually stealthy and used for suppression of enemy air defenses, persistent surveillance, 

reconnaissance and precision strike (www.gruntsmilitary.com). An example of these 

UCAVs is the Boeing X-45A UCAV (Pike, 2005). Below are several examples of UAVs 

and some details about each one of them. 

 

1.1.1 Predator 

The Predator was the first tactical UAV with significant participation in the U.S. 

Air Force (www.gruntsmilitary.com). With a range of up to 500 miles, and endurance 

capabilities exceeding 20 hours, the Predator was designed with the capability to provide 

near real time imagery intelligence to the theater through use of infrared sensors along 

with payloads capable of penetrating adverse weather. The Predator is flown by Air Force 

pilots from a remote facility with the air vehicle controlled by line-of-sight satellite relay 
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data links. During 1995 and 1996, the Predator was flown in Albania in support of relief 

operations as well as follow-on operations in Bosnia supporting Operation Deny Flight. 

Predator UAV is shown in Figure 1-1. 

 

Figure 1-1 Predator UAV  
 

1.1.2 Hermes 450 

The Hermes 450 is a single engine UAV with advanced composite structure and 

optimized aerodynamics (www.israeli-weapons.com). The advanced avionics unit 

installed inside it enables the Hermes 450 to perform autonomous flight and precise GPS 

navigation. Reliability is significantly increased by having a fully redundant system. 

Target detection and recognition are performed by gimbaled, electro-optical payloads. 

The UAV is equipped with advanced communication system transferring video in real 

time to ground control stations. The Hermes 450 is the latest generation and most 

advanced UAV deployed with the Israel Defense Forces (IDF). Already operational for 

some time, the 450s have successfully completed acceptance tests and established the 

highest standards of reliability, availability and maintainability in their class. Hermes 450 

UAV is shown in Figure 1-2 below. 

 

Figure 1-2 Hermes 450 UAV 
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1.1.3 Aerosonde 

The Aerosonde is a small robotic aircraft for long-range environmental monitoring 

and surveillance (Holland, 1998). It has been developed especially for meteorological and 

environmental reconnaissance over oceanic and remote areas and in harsh conditions, for 

which its economy and flexibility will allow routine operations on a much wider scale 

than has been possible in the past. On August, 21 1998 Aerosonde "Laima" became the 

first unmanned aircraft to cross the north Atlantic. The crossing was completed within 15 

minutes of schedule after a flight of 3270 km in a time of 26 h 45 min. Altitude was 

specified at 1680m, dropping to around 150m on approach to Benbecula, all that on a 

gallon and a half of fuel. 

 

 Figure 1-3 Aerosonde UAV (Holland, 1998) 

 

Figure 1-4 Other UAVs (Jang, 2004) 
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1.2 UAV History 

The origin of UAVs goes back from the development of RPVs (Remotely Piloted 

Vehicles), which served afterwards as the basic chassis for the future UAVs. It all started 

with the development of the RPV RP-1 (Naughton, 2003) by former movie star and 

modeler, Reginald Denny. The first Remote Piloted Vehicle was designed and tested by 

him in 1935. 

 

Figure 1-5 Reginald Denny and his RP-1 'Radioplane', 1935 (Naughton, 2003) 

In the mid-1930s, radio-controlled model airplanes became the basis for the Army 

Air Corps' development of the aerial targets for antiaircraft gunnery training. Starting in 

1935, the Radioplane Company in California developed several variations of the RP-1 

(Naughton, 2003). 

Then UAVs were used in World War II when unmanned remotely controlled 

aircraft served as primitive, cruise missiles and gunnery targets such as the famous 

German V-1 (Conner, Lee, 2001). 

In the near past, Israel invested heavily in remotely piloted aircraft technology 

during the late 1960s after the Egyptians surprised Israeli aircrews during the short Six-

Day War in early June 1967 (Conner, Lee, 2001). When Israel invaded Lebanon in 1982, 

Israel Aircraft Industries, Ltd., (IAI) was manufacturing the Scout UAV (Conner, Lee, 

2001). Successes flying the Scout during the invasion and subsequent flight 

demonstrations of this UAV's capabilities convinced leaders in the U.S. Navy 

Mediterranean Fleet to acquire their own Scouts. In 1984, IAI and Tadiran, Ltd., formed a 

joint subsidiary company called Mazlat Ltd., to develop an improved version of the Scout 

http://www.ctie.monash.edu.au/hargrave/images/denny_RP-1_clean_750.jpg
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known as the Pioneer. The following year, Mazlat flew the Pioneer in a UAV competition 

sponsored by the U.S. Navy, which it won a contract to build this UAV in January 1986. 

Within the following two years, orders were placed for nine complete systems (UAVs + 

ground equipment) with a total of about 50 air vehicles. The U.S. Navy's Pioneer was the 

first tactical battlefield UAV in service with the U.S. armed forces (www.puav.com). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1-6 Pioneer, first commissioned UAV 

A Pioneer airframe consists of a twin-tail boom fuselage with two vertical 

stabilizers on the tail and a conventional wing and stub fuselage mounting a pusher 

engine. The airframe consists of carbon-fiber composites, fiberglass, Kevlar, aluminum, 

and balsa wood. These lightweight materials enable the Pioneer to loft its payload of 

surveillance equipment with a 26 horsepower, two-cycle engine. The non-metallic 

composites also reduce the UAV's radar cross-section. A fuel capacity of 12 gallons of 

100-octane aviation gasoline can keep the Pioneer airborne for 5.5 hours.  

Between 1985 and 1994, Pioneer units logged over 10,000 flight hours. The 

Pioneer UAVs were first used operationally in Operation Desert Storm in early 1991 

(www.puav.com). They were quite successful and their deployment significantly 

contributed to the increasing recognition of UAVs as valid combat elements.  

After the Pioneer a lot of UAVs have been deployed. The most famous one 

nowadays is the Predator shown in the previous section.  
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1.3 UAV Missions and Applications 

UAVs are used in both military and civil operations. In military operations UAVs 

are used for tactical intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance purposes. UAVs can 

keep manned aircrafts out of hostile areas while providing real time information needed 

for battle decisions. They can also detect ground vehicles and transmit their images with 

the coordinates where they are at. UAVs maybe used to attack specific ground targets, 

like the Predator which carries the hellfire missiles (www.gruntsmilitary.com). The new 

UCAVs are specially designed for combat operations to accomplish the most dangerous 

missions (Pike, 2005). 

 

Figure 1-7 Predator shooting a missile and X-47 UCAV is landing (Pike, 2005) 

For civil applications, UAVs can be used as a delivery vehicle for critical medical 

supplies needed anywhere (Holland, 1998). The coast guard and border patrol can deploy 

UAVs to watch coastal waters, patrol the nation’s borders, and protect major oil and gas 

pipelines. UAVs can also be part of traffic monitoring and control. Another potential 

application is law enforcement surveillance, where UAV can be used to track suspicious 

vehicles to its hideout. UAVs can also be used in research applications and the 

development of artificial intelligent vehicles. 

UAVs are used in aerospace systems research and development (Jang, 2004). 

They serve as an ideal test bed for conducting air vehicle configuration studies, 

aerodynamic research, maneuver analysis, and flight control design. 

 In weather research UAV can navigate through thunderstorms or nearby 

hurricanes to get some data on these hazardous phenomena (Holland, 1998). These kinds 
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of applications can endanger the life of human pilots because we still do not fully 

understand how these natural phenomena work. Therefore UAVs maybe used to predict 

their behaviors.  

An example of a civil oriented UAV is the Aerosonde (Holland, 1998). The 

Aerosonde is being deployed to fill chronic gaps in the global upper-air sounding 

network, to conduct systematic surveillance of tropical cyclones and other severe 

weather, to undertake offshore surveillance and agricultural/biological surveys, and to 

obtain specialist observations, such as volcanic plumes. 

    

Figure 1-8 Aersonde in a hurricane and in a road watch mission (Holland, 1998) 

 

1.4 Previous research on UAVs and nonlinear control 

Extensive research is focused on developing a fully autonomous UAV. All major 

universities are conducting research on all aspects of UAVs. Some examples of university 

research to develop an unmanned vehicle and also to develop advanced nonlinear control 

methods to enhance the performance of their UAV are summarized in this section. 

 

1.4.1 Design and Development of a Modular Avionics System, Georgia Institute of 
Technology 

The objective of this project is to design modular avionics unit using COTS 

components. Several M.S. and PhD thesis were awarded for this project (Khan, 2001). 

Among other things, the project studies the design of an autopilot unit for a helicopter 
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based UAV. The test vehicle was an X-Cell 60 helicopter. The purpose of the project was 

to test a new design methodology which focused on using Commercial Off The Shelf 

(COTS) technology extensively to minimize the cost of the system. System design 

parameters were standardized based on existing industry standards. That also allowed 

their system to take advantage of new technologies with less effort. The core of their DFC 

is a PC-104 which is used for data processing in his UAV DFCS design. For the sensors 

they used a sensor system called an Attitude and Heading Reference System (AHRS). 

This device is a fully integrated sensor that can determine the attitudes, magnetic heading, 

and attitude rates of the vehicle. Then he was using a GPS sensor to get the position and 

velocity measurement of his UAV. They also used two Polaroid 6500 ranging sonar as an 

altimeter. The system was running under Linux operating system, which is not that 

popular. 

 

Figure 1-9 The HB-1; Avionics system and airframe (Khan, 2001) 

In one of their reports, the author did not include any cost analysis, but from the 

components that he is using it is estimated that they spent $3000 for the avionics unit 

alone.  
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1.4.2 Fuzzy Control for an Unmanned Helicopter, Linköping University 

The author worked on developing a nonlinear control for the helicopter platform 

provided by his university, which is the APID-MK3 unmanned helicopter, manufactured 

by Scandicraft Systems AB (Kadmiry, 2002). The present version of APID-MK3 is 

capable of autonomously executing pre-defined, point-to-point flight where the latter is 

executed at low-speed. But higher speeds were desired. The goal of the thesis was to 

explore the possibilities for achieving stable ‘‘aggressive’’ maneuverability at high-

speeds for an unmanned helicopter, and test a variety of control solutions in the APID-

MK3 simulation environment. That was accomplished by utilizing the full range of the 

rotor attitude angles. The author presented the design of two different types of flight 

controllers: a fuzzy controller and a gradient descent method based controller. Common 

to both are model based design, the use of nonlinear control approaches, and an inner- 

and outer-loop control scheme. The performance of these controllers was tested in 

simulation using the nonlinear model of APID-MK3. 

For the fuzzy nonlinear control part the author employed a gain-scheduling 

approach based on the use of Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy models. However, his design differ 

significantly from the conventional two-step gain-scheduling by proposing a one step 

design – simultaneous synthesis of linear controllers and a gain scheduler with guaranteed 

global stability and robustness properties. 

The experimental results showing the feasibility of the proposed fuzzy gain-

scheduling approach were obtained via simulation using a mathematical model of the 

APID-MK3 unmanned helicopter. The author did not apply his control algorithm on the 

real system. 

The author used fuzzy gain scheduling (FGS), but there are a lot of differences 

between the FGS used in this thesis and the author’s FGS.  As discussed before the author 

is not using the conventional way of gain scheduling, he is also using FGS for output 

feedback control, where in this thesis FGS for state feedback optimal control is used. The 

author used a Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model for his gain scheduling, where in this thesis a 

pure heuristic model for the gain scheduling is implemented. Also another noticeable 

difference is that he is using a helicopter model and I am using a fixed wing aircraft 

model. 
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1.4.3 Nonlinear Control using Discrete-time Dynamic Inversion under Input 
Saturation, Stanford University 

The Dragonfly project is focusing on developing a nonlinear control algorithm for 

high performance maneuvers of the Dragonfly UAV (Jang, 2004). This interesting paper 

is based on a PhD dissertation for the department of aeronautics and astronautics at 

Stanford University. The primary objective of that thesis was to automate the flight of the 

DragonFly UAV over the full flight envelope as well as to enable high performance 

maneuvers under actuator saturation. The work of that thesis took two parallel paths to 

reach to the final goal. The first path was the development of the nonlinear controller for 

the DragonFly UAV. The controller developed was a Discrete-time dynamic inversion 

based on time-scale separation. The aircraft dynamics was decoupled into the fast/slow 

dynamics based on its time-scale and depending on control inputs. That allowed deriving 

the corresponding control law analytically, and avoiding numerical schemes to find a 

solution, as well as drawbacks of feedback linearization. The control law could be 

realized as a classical successive loop closure. 

 Another method of control was studied; it was a Discrete-time sliding mode 

controller. That method proposed a new way for coping with internal and external 

disturbances and resolving chattering of traditional sliding mode control actions. A 

sliding mode control is designed such that error states are kept in a designed switching 

manifold at every sampling instant only and allowed to deviate from a manifold between 

samples within a certain boundary layer. That led to a non-switching type of control. A 

one-step delayed disturbance estimation technique was adapted to estimate the 

disturbances. The promising feature of that method was that it did not require any priori 

knowledge of the disturbance structure. 

The second path was the development of the Digital Flight Control System. That 

system was implemented on the DragonFly aircraft. The DragonFly is shown in Figure 1-

10 next page.  
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Figure 1-10 Dragonfly UAVs (Jang, 2004) 

The DragonFly is a fixed wing, heavily modified model aircraft. With a ten foot 

wingspan and a takeoff gross weight of 58 lbs., the aircraft is outfitted with an eight 

horsepower, two cylinder engine, and four GPS antennas on each wing, at top front and 

rear, for providing kinematics information. It also has an air-data probe underneath the 

right wing for providing airspeed, angle of attack, and sideslip measurements. The 

fuselage of the aircraft was modified to house 18 lbs. of digital avionics, batteries for the 

engine, the servos, and fuel for approximately 20 minutes of flight at a nominal throttle. 

The aircraft flies at a nominal airspeed of 34 m/s and a nominal altitude of 100 meters. 

The DragonFly avionics is a self-contained unit which can be fit into and removed 

from the aircraft. Major components of the avionics hardware are a PC-104 flight 

computer, a data acquisition unit, digital sensors, a wireless modem, and a servo 

controller. All sensors are directly connected to a data-acquisition unit either through a 

PC-104 bus or over a serial link. The wireless modem allows the user to transmit the air-

data (R/F status, attitude, position, airspeed, etc.) and receive the uplink from the ground 

station in real-time. The servo controller executes control commands from either the 

ground pilot or the flight computer. 

 

 

 

Figure 1-11 DragonFly avionics system and ground station (Jang, 2004) 
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The ground station is shown in Figure 1-11. The key component of the ground 

station is a ruggedized desktop computer running QNX Neutrino on a 600 MHz Pentium. 

A freewave wireless transceiver connects this computer to the aircraft, which allows the 

user to receive the data and transmit the uplink in real-time. 

 

 

Problem definition: Developing a digital flight control system could cost a lot. The 

autopilot units that are available in the market like the MP1000 and the MP2000 are 

costly (about $5000 for the basic module) and they do not offer the feature of modifying 

the control laws or make some changes on their programming structure. These autopilot 

units are preprogrammed to do certain tasks, and one can only tune some of their 

parameters in order to make them control your aircraft. Their control is limited and 

cannot be expanded over the full flight envelop. 

A test bed avionics unit for research and development is needed here in the AUS. 

The system has to be affordable (less than $1000), reliable, and programmable. Building a 

low cost avionics unit has been a place for research recently. But it is not an easy task to 

keep the cost of these systems while maintaining functionality and accuracy. 

Next, developing a reliable DFCS system using nonlinear design methodologies is 

maturing and needs more investigation. When building a linear controller we take the 

linearized equations of motion of the aircraft and use them to calculate the control law. 

The controller is only valid then at the point where these equations were linearized about, 

or in a close vicinity of this set point. The aircraft dynamics and aerodynamics change 

dramatically as this reference point changes, thus the linear controller designed previously 

would not be valid at the new reference point; this may cause problems in the aircraft 

stability. The important question here is to design a controller for the full flight envelop of 

the target aircraft that can be implemented in real time using the hardware developed 

from the Commercial Off The Shelf components avionics unit.  
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1.5 Publications 

Parts of this thesis have been presented at an international conference. The 

information is as follows: 

• A. Sagahyroon, M.A. Jarrah, A. Al-Ali, M. Hadi, “Design and Implementation Of 

a Low Cost UAV Controller”, American University of Sharjah, UAE. In: Proc. of 

the IEEE International Conference on Industrial Technology, December, 2004, 

Hammamet Tunisia. 

 

1.6 Thesis objectives and contribution 

The primary objective of this thesis is to build a low cost avionics unit from 

Commercial Off The shelf components. This avionics unit will serve as a test bed for 

future research on UAVs at AUS. The unit has to include all sensors needed for a 

complete autopilot system that can automatically navigate, take-off, and land. It also 

should have a mean of wireless communication for the development of a ground station 

for monitoring and mission control.  

The main two contributions of this thesis are:  

• Building a reliable digital flight control system from available components. The 

avionics system implemented is developed from basic electronics components, thus the 

price of the whole system is lower than if using already made sensor modules.  

• Nonlinear control using Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) Fuzzy Gain 

Scheduling. The LQR controller was tested on the nonlinear model of the TRI-60. The 

controller was able to stabilize the aircraft at some range of airspeeds. When the 

difference between the reference airspeed and the actual airspeed is relatively big the 

aircraft shows an unstable response. To solve this problem we implemented a nonlinear 

control method to adapt to the high nonlinearities of our system. Fuzzy gain scheduling 

was used to switch between different linear controllers depending on the current airspeed. 

The nonlinear controller was able to keep the aircraft stable over the full flight envelop. 

This nonlinear controller was tailored for the Digital Flight Control System designed in 
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the previous contribution. It takes in consideration the microcontroller architecture and its 

features.  

• Other contributions: In pursuing the above objectives some other research 

contributions have been realized: Aircraft stability coefficients were estimated to develop 

the linear and nonlinear model of our aircraft; this was done to be able to develop our 

controller and to simulate the performance of these controllers. Part of the aircraft 

identification process required the identification of several aircraft subsystems like the 

engine and servo motors. Calibration and development of Signal Conditioning Circuits 

for the avionics unit sensors was needed to feed the controller with the right aircraft 

states. Another important contribution is the Hardware In the Loop Simulation (HILS) of 

the LQR controller on the aircraft’s linear model. This part exposed us to some issues that 

need some attention when developing a digital controller. 

 

1.7 Thesis outline 

The thesis is divided into two main topics.  

The first topic is the development of the low cost avionics unit which is covered 

mainly in Chapter 3. Appendix E has the basic C functions and the main program that the 

avionics unit runs. 

The second topic of the thesis describes the Fuzzy Gain Scheduling nonlinear 

control algorithm. This part is discussed in details in Chapter 6. Chapter 5 explains about 

linear control design using LQR technique, which is part of the overall controller 

development. Chapter 5 also discuss about hardware in the loop simulation. Appendix D 

has the Matlab code for TRI-60 controller design. 

For the other contributions, Chapter 2 explains about general modeling of a fixed 

winged aircraft and stability coefficients approximation. Chapter 4 discuss about system 

identification for the aircraft and several components of the aircraft like the engine and 

servo motors. Finally Chapter 7 presents conclusions and future work. 
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CHAPTER   2 

Aircraft Modeling 
 

To develop an autopilot system for any aircraft we first need to design a controller 

that can efficiently drive the aircraft to the desired altitude, speed, and turn rate while 

keeping a proper attitudes (Euler angles). Any controller design, linear or non-linear, 

always starts by mathematical modeling of the system. System parameters and physical 

laws have to be identified. After that, system parameters can be measured or estimated to 

get a complete mathematical model. The aircraft is like any other physical system which 

obeys physical laws and some other aerodynamic laws.  

Since not all the audience of this thesis have a background in aerospace 

engineering, I will spend some time in this chapter explaining the basic aircraft equations. 

Even though these equations are well defined in aerospace books, I will try to summarize 

them and organize them in an easy way to understand.  

 

2.1 General aircraft kinematics and dynamic equations 

The rigid body equations of motion for the aircraft are obtained from Newton’s 

second law of motion, which states that the summation of all external forces acting on a 

body is equal to the time rate of change of the moment of the body. These forces are the 

aerodynamic, gravity, and thrust forces. 

The force equations that apply on the aircraft body are summarized below: 

)(sin
.

rvwqumgmX ⋅−⋅+⋅=⋅⋅− θ  (2.1) 
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)(sincos
.

wpurvmgmY ⋅−⋅+⋅=⋅⋅⋅+ φθ  
(2.2) 

 

)(coscos
.

uqvpwmgmZ ⋅−⋅+⋅=⋅⋅⋅+ φθ  
(2.3) 

 
Where, X = Force component in the x-axis (N).  

Y = Force component in the y-axis (N). 

Z = Force component in the z-axis (N). 

m = Mass of the aircraft (kg). 

g = gravity acceleration (m/s2). 

u = Forward speed or airspeed (m/s). 

v = Horizontal body speed (m/s). 

w = Vertical body speed (m/s). 

p = Angular velocity around the x-axis (rad/s). 

q = Angular velocity around the y-axis (rad/s). 

r = Angular velocity around the z-axis (rad/s). 

θ = Pitch angle (rad). 

φ  = Roll angle (rad). 

ψ = Yaw angle (rad). 
 

 
Figure 2-1 Aircraft body axes (Etkin, Ried, 1996) 
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Newton’s second law also states that the summation of the external moments 

acting on the body is equal to the time rate of change of the angular moment. 

The moment equations for the aircraft are summarized below: 

rqqprpL IIII yyzzxzxx ⋅⋅−+⋅+⋅+⋅= )()(
..

 
(2.4) 

rpqM IIprII zzxxxzyy ⋅⋅−+−⋅+⋅= )()(
22.

 
(2.5) 

 

qpqrprN IIII xxyyxzzz ⋅⋅−+⋅−⋅+⋅= )()(
..

 (2.6) 

Where, L = Rolling moment or component of the body moment in the x-axis (N . m). 

M = Pitching moment or component of the body moment in the y-axis (N . m). 

N = Yawing moment or component of the body moment in the z-axis (N . m). 

Ixx = Mass moment of inertia in the x-axis (kg . m2). 

Iyy = Mass moment of inertia in the y-axis (kg . m2). 
Izz = Mass moment of inertia in the z-axis (kg . m2). 
Ixz = Product of inertia between x-axis and z-axis (kg . m2). 

 

Another two important equations are the Euler and speed transformation equations 

shown below: 

• Euler rates: 

φφθ sincos ⋅−⋅= rq&  
 

(2.7) 
 

θφθφφ tansintancos ⋅⋅+⋅⋅+= qrp&  
 

(2.8) 
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( ) θφφψ seccossin ⋅⋅+⋅= rq&  
 

(2.9) 
 

 

• Velocity components in the body frame: 

( ) ( )ψφψθφψφψθφψθ SSCSCwSCCSSvCCu
dt
dx

⋅+⋅⋅⋅+⋅−⋅⋅⋅+⋅⋅=  
 

(2.10) 

 

( ) ( )ψφψθφψφψθφψθ CSSSCwCCCSSvSCu
dt
dy

⋅−⋅⋅⋅+⋅+⋅⋅⋅+⋅⋅=  (2.11) 

 

θφθφθ CCwCSvSu
dt
dz

⋅⋅+⋅⋅+⋅−=  
 

(2.12) 

 

Where, x, y, and z are displacement in x, y, z axis. 

S = Sine 

C =Cosine 

 

2.2 Aerodynamic forces and moments equations 

The main forces that are acting on an aircraft in flight consist of aerodynamic, 

thrust, and gravitational forces. In this section we are interested in calculating the forces 

and moment created by the aircraft’s aerodynamics. The aerodynamic forces are defined 

in terms of dimensionless coefficients, the flight dynamic pressure Q, and a reference area 

S. the aerodynamic forces in the x-y-z axis are shown below: 

SQCX x ⋅⋅=  
(2.13) 

SQCY y ⋅⋅=  
(2.14) 
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SQCZ z ⋅⋅=  
(2.15) 

Similarly the moments on the airplane can be divided into moments created by the 

aerodynamic load distribution and the thrust force not acting through the center of 

gravity. The equations below shows the equations of aerodynamic moments applied on 

the x-y-z axis of an aircraft. 

bSQCL l ⋅⋅⋅=  
(2.16) 

cSQCM m ⋅⋅⋅=  
(2.17) 

bSQCN n ⋅⋅⋅=  
(2.18) 

Where, b is the wingspan and c is the wing Mean aerodynamic cord 

The aerodynamic coefficients Cx, Cy, Cz, Cl, Cm, and Cn primarily are a function 

of the Mach number, Reynolds number, angle of attack, and sideslip angle; they are 

secondary functions of the time rate of change of angle of attack and sideslip, and the 

angular velocities of the aircraft (Nelson, 1998). 

Angle of attack is the angle between the aircraft body axis and the aircraft’s 

direction of longitudinal motion as shown if Figure 2-2 below.  

 

Figure 2-2 Angle of attack (Nelson, 1998) 
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Side slip angle is the angle between the aircraft body axis and the aircraft’s 

direction of lateral motion as shown if Figure 2-3 below.  

 

Figure 2-3 Side slip angle (Nelson, 1998) 

Some books (Nelson, 1998) use Lift and Drag force coefficients instead of X and 

Z force coefficients, the relation between them is: 

DLTx CCCC −⋅+= α  
(2.19) 

( )α⋅+−= DLz CCC  
(2.20) 

Where, TC  is the Thrust coefficient, which is equal to: 

SQ
TCT ⋅

=  (2.21) 

T is the thrust force. 
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Usually these coefficients are calculated from different stability coefficients and 

their corresponding state (Etkins, Ried, 1996). 

αα ⋅+= DDD CCC 0  
(2.22) 

rCCC ryyy δβ δβ ⋅+⋅=  
(2.23) 

qC
V

ceCCCC lqeLLLL ⋅⋅
⋅

+⋅+⋅+=
20 δα δα  (2.24) 

pC
V

brC
V

baCrCCC lplralrlll ⋅⋅
⋅

+⋅⋅
⋅

+⋅+⋅+⋅=
22

δδβ δδβ  (2.25) 

αδα αδα && ⋅⋅
⋅

+⋅⋅
⋅

+⋅+⋅= mmqemmm C
V

cqC
V

ceCCC
22  (2.26) 

pC
V

brC
V

baCrCCC npnranrnnn ⋅⋅
⋅

+⋅⋅
⋅

+⋅+⋅+⋅=
22

δδβ δδβ  (2.27) 

These equations are for the TRI-60 aircraft used in this thesis; other aircrafts 

might have more or less terms depending on the importance of a specific state on the 

aerodynamic forces and moments. The importance and estimation of each stability 

coefficient shown in the previous equations will be discussed in details in a following 

section.  

 

2.3 Aircraft static stability 

When designing the shape of the aircraft it is important to check the stability of 

the airframe. If an airplane is to remain in steady uniform flight, the resultant force as 

well as the resultant moment about the center of gravity must both equal to zero. An 

airplane satisfying this requirement is said to be in a state of equilibrium or flying at a 
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trim condition. The subject of airplane stability is generally divided into two parts, static 

and dynamic stability (Nelson, 1998). Static stability does not guarantee dynamic 

stability. However, for an aircraft to be dynamically stable it must be statically stable. 

Static stability is the initial tendency of the vehicle to return to its equilibrium 

state after a disturbance. On the other hand, dynamic stability is concerned about the time 

history of the motion of the vehicle after it is disturbed from its equilibrium point. An 

airplane that has negative aerodynamic damping will be dynamically unstable. To fly 

such airplane, artificial damping must be designed into the vehicle. This damping is 

provided by the Stability Augmentation System (SAS) (Nelson, 1998). 

 About static stability of an aircraft the sections below will describe the static 

stability from the three different body axis. 

2.3.1 Longitudinal static stability 

Suppose an aircraft is flying at a trimmed condition where the pitching moment is 

equal to zero. Then suppose that the aircraft suddenly encounters an upward gust such 

that the angle of attack increases. If the aircraft develops a negative (nose down) pitching 

moment that would tend to rotate it back toward its equilibrium point then the aircraft is 

statically stable. This would only happen if the aircraft’s stability coefficient Cmα < 0. In 

addition to having static stability, we also must have a positive intercept, that is, Cm0 > 0 

to trim at positive angles of attack (Nelson, 1998). 

2.3.2 Roll stability 

An airplane possesses static roll stability if a restoring moment is developed when 

it is disturbed from a wing level attitude. The requirement for roll stability is that the 

aircraft’s stability coefficient Clβ < 0. The roll moment created on an airplane when it 

starts to sideslip depends on the wing dihedral, wing sweep, position of the wing on the 

fuselage, and the vertical tail (Nelson, 1998). 

When an airplane is disturbed from a wing level attitude, it will begin to sideslip. 

Once the airplane starts to sideslip a component of the relative wind is directed toward the 

side of the airplane. The leading wing experiences an increased angle of attack and 

consequently an increase in lift. The trailing wing experiences the opposite effect. The net 
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result is a rolling moment that tries to bring the wing back to a wings level attitude. This 

restoring moment is often referred to as the dihedral effect. 

2.3.3 Directional stability 

Directional stability is concerned with the static stability of the aircraft about the z 

axis. It is desirable that the aircraft should tend to return to an equilibrium condition when 

subjected to some form of yawing disturbance. To have static directional stability, the 

aircraft must develop a yawing moment that will restore the airplane to its equilibrium 

state. Assume that an aircraft is disturbed from its trim condition, so that it is flying with a 

positive side slip angle. If the aircraft develops a restoring moment that will tend the 

aircraft back to its equilibrium condition, that is a zero sideslip angle then it will have 

directional stability. This is only the case if the aircraft’s stability coefficient Cnβ > 0. 

Note that an aircraft possessing static directional stability will always point into the 

relative wind direction (Etkins, Ried, 1996). 

  

2.4 Stability coefficient and their approximations 

The aircraft aerodynamics force and moment equations shown previously depend 

on some constants that are called stability coefficients. These stability coefficients 

determine how the airframe responds to aerodynamic inputs such as change of speed, 

angular rates, angle of attack, and angle of slip. These coefficients depend on the 

aircraft’s shape and geometry. 

I will only talk about the stability coefficient which is used in the nonlinear model 

of the TRI-60. There are other coefficients but some of them are negligible for this kind 

of aircrafts like the Mach number coefficients. 

2.4.1 Lift stability coefficients 

The most important lift coefficients are the ones that describe the change of the lift 

force due to the change in angle of attack. There is normally an increase in the lift when 

the angle of attack increases. 
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• The first coefficient is the wing lift alpha, it is approximated by:  

ARe

CL

⋅⋅
⋅

+

⋅
=

π
π

π
α 21

2
 

(2.28) 

Where, e is the Oswald efficiency factor and AR is the aspect ratio of the wing. 

Similarly we can estimate the horizontal tail and the vertical tail lift alpha coefficients.  

 

• The next coefficient describes the effect of the elevator flap on the lift force. 

εδ τη Le
t

eL C
S
SC ⋅⋅⋅=  (2.29) 

Where, η  is the horizontal tail efficiency, and eτ is the elevator flap effectiveness 
parameter. 

 

• The lift pitch rate coefficient, represents the effect on the lift force that accompany 

rotation of the airplane about a span wise axis through the CG while the angle of 

attack remains zero.  

0u
l

S
SCC tt

tLLq ⋅⋅= α  
(2.30) 

Where, tl  is the distance in the x-axis between the tail aerodynamic center and the CG. 

 

• There is also another coefficient which is 0LC  .This coefficient describes the 

amount of lift at zero angle of attack. This coefficient has to be computed from 

experimental data, but for simplicity we just estimate it with a coefficient of a 

similar shape aircraft. 
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2.4.2 Drag stability coefficients 

For the drag force the only noticeable change in drag is due to a change in angle 

of attack angle. This stability coefficient can be estimated as follows: 

ARe
CCC LL

D ⋅⋅
⋅⋅

=
π

α
α

02
 (2.31) 

 

• The other coefficient is 0DC  which describes the amount of drag force at zero 

angle of attack. This coefficient has to be computed from experimental data, but 

for simplicity we just estimate it with a coefficient of a similar shape aircraft. 

 

2.4.3 Side force ( Y ) stability coefficients 

The first sideslip force coefficient we will be discussing is the coefficient due to 

the change in sideslip angle. This coefficient is usually negative, and frequently small 

enough to be neglected entirely. It is expressed in terms of the vertical tail lift curve slope 

and the estimation of the sidewash factor (Etkins, Ried, 1996). 

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
⋅+⋅+⎟

⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ ⋅+⋅⋅−= AR

d
Z

S
S

S
SCC wvv

vLy 009.04.0
2
06.3724.0αβ  (2.32) 

Where, vS  is the vertical tail area. 

wZ  is the distance in the z-axis from wing to fuselage centerline. 

d is the maximum fuselage depth. 

 

• The next coefficient describes the effect of the rudder flap on the side force. 

rvL
v

ry C
S
SC ταδ ⋅⋅=  (2.33) 

Where, rτ is the rudder flap effectiveness parameter. 
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2.4.4 Rolling moment ( l ) stability coefficients 

The first coefficient is the change of the rolling moment due to the change of 

sideslip angle. This is called the dihedral effect. It describes the tendency of the aircraft to 

fly with wings level. The primary contribution is from the wing dihedral angle Γ (Etkins, 

Ried, 1996). 

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ ⋅−

+Γ⋅−=
180
0002.000021.0 π

βlC  (2.34) 

 

• The next coefficient describes the effect of the aileron flap on the rolling moment. 

bS
SCC a

aLal ⋅
⋅⋅⋅= δ

αδ τ2  (2.35) 

Where, aτ  is the aileron flap effectiveness parameter. 

 

• The next coefficient describes the effect of the rudder flap on the rolling moment. 

rvL
vv

rl C
b
Z

S
SC ταδ ⋅⋅⋅=  (2.36) 

Where, vZ  is the distance in the z axis between the vertical tail and the fuselage 
centerline. 

 

• The next coefficient is known as the damping-in-roll derivative. It expresses the 

resistance of the aircraft to rolling. Only the wing contributes significantly to this 

coefficient.  

( )λλα +⋅+⋅−= 31
12

L
lp

CC  (2.37) 

Where, λ  is Taper ratio which is the ratio between the wing’s inner cord length to its 
outer cord length. 
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• This is an important cross derivative; the rolling moment due to yawing. The 

increase in lift on the left wing and the decrease on the right wing combine to 

produce a positive rolling moment proportional to the original lift coefficient. 

b
Z

b
lCC vv

ylr ⋅⋅⋅−= β2  (2.38) 

Where, vl  is the distance in the x-axis between the vertical tail aerodynamic center and 
the CG. 

 

2.4.5 Pitching moment ( m ) stability coefficients 

The pitching moment due to the change of angle of attack is the static stability 

derivative which indicates the aircraft longitudinal static stability. This coefficient is 

usually negative. 

( )dECV
c

xx
CC tLH

accg
Lm −⋅⋅⋅−⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ −
⋅= 1ααα η  (2.39) 

Where, cgx is the distance between CG and the wing leading edge. 

acx  is the distance between the aerodynamic center and the wing leading edge. 

HV  is the horizontal tail volume ratio. 

dE is the rate of  change of downwash angle with angle of attack. 

 

• The next coefficient describes the effect of the elevator flap on the pitching 
moment. 

etLHem CVC τη αδ ⋅⋅⋅−=  
(2.40) 

 

• The α& derivatives owe their existence to the fact that the pressure distribution on a 

wing or tail does not adjust itself instantaneously to its equilibrium value when the 
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angle of attack suddenly changed. This coefficient describes the effect of α& on the 

pitching moment (Nelson, 1998). 

c
ldECVC t

tLHm ⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅−= αα η2&  (2.41) 

 

• The next coefficient describes the effect of the pitch rate on the pitching moment. 

c
lCVC t

tLHmq ⋅⋅⋅⋅−= αη2  (2.42) 

 

2.4.6 Yawing moment ( n ) stability coefficients 

The first yawing moment stability coefficient is the one mentioned before, and 

that describes the directional static stability of an aircraft. 
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2
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Where, vV  is the vertical tail volume ratio. 

 

• The next coefficient describes the effect of the aileron flap on the yawing moment. 

aLLan CCKC δδ ⋅⋅⋅= 02  (2.44) 

Where, K is an Empirical factor 
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• Then the coefficient that describes the effect of the rudder flap on the yawing 
moment. 

vLrvvrn CVC αδ τη ⋅⋅⋅−=  
(2.45) 

Where, vη   is vertical the tail efficiency 

 

• This one is a cross derivative which, with other cross derivatives, couples between 

the rolling and yawing motion. This coefficient describes the change in the 

yawing moment due to the change in roll rate. 

8
L

np
CC −=  (2.46) 

 

• The final coefficient is called the damping-in-yaw derivative, and is always 

negative. The increase in both the profile and induced drag on the left wing and 

the decrease on the right  wing gives a negative yawing moment, hence a 

resistance to the motion (Etkins, Ried, 1996). 

vL
v

vvnr C
b
lVC αη ⋅⋅⋅⋅−= 2  (2.47) 

 

2.5 Linear aircraft model 

As we have seen from the previous aircraft’s equations of motion, the aircraft is a 

non-linear system as is the case with most physical systems in the world. Even though the 

system is non-linear, but still linear control methods can be applied on it. Linearization of 

the non-linear mathematical model would make it possible to develop the linear 

controller. Thus by linearization, we limit our system to specifications that has to be met 

in order to ensure that the linear controller would work all the times. But, by developing a 

non-linear controller, we make sure that our system will be always working properly.  
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Before developing the linear controller, a linear model for the aircraft has to be 

developed. We can assume that the motion of the aircraft is in two independent planes, 

the longitudinal and the lateral planes. The final objective of this linear modeling is to 

find a state space representation for both motions.  

 

2.5.1 Longitudinal model 

We start by linearizing the kinematics equations described in section 2.1 above. In 

order to linearize them, small disturbance theory is used where we assume that the motion 

of the aircraft consists of small deviations about a steady flight condition. This means that 

all the aircraft states consist of a trim condition and a deviation like: 

u = uo + Δu  w = wo + Δw  q = qo + Δq  θ = θo + Δθ etc. 

By using this theory and by neglecting Higher Order Terms, the X-force equation 

(2.1) becomes: 

umgmX &
o Δ⋅=⋅Δ⋅⋅−Δ θθ cos  

 
(2.48) 

 

Equation (2.48) describes the change of force in the x direction. As we see, XΔ is 

affected by two types of forces, the change of XΔ due to the gravitational force and the 

thrust force. XΔ can be also expressed in terms of the disturbance variables using Taylor 

series expansion. Keeping only the most significant variables XΔ becomes: 
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(2.49) 
 

Where the terms 
Te

XX
w
X

u
X

δδ ∂
∂

∂
∂

∂
∂

∂
∂ ,,,  are the stability derivatives for the aircraft. 

 
 

Substituting (2.49) in (2.48) will result in the following equation that describes 

completely the motion in the x direction: 
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Tewu Te
XXgwXuXu δδθθ δδ Δ⋅+Δ⋅=Δ⋅⋅+Δ⋅−Δ⋅−Δ )cos( o&   (2.50) 

Where m
u
XX u ∂
∂

=  is the change of the X-force due to the change in the forward speed. 

 

Using the same analogy previously discussed for the X-force equation, the Z-force 

equation and the Pitching moment equation M was derived as follows: 
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To develop the state space model, equations (2.50) (2.51) (2.52) are used along 

with qΔ=Δθ&  also neglecting wZ & and qZ  because they contribute very little to the aircraft 

response (Nelson, 1998). 

• Longitudinal state space representation: 
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(2.53)

 

The longitudinal states vector consists of: 

1. u: forward speed or air speed. 

2. w: body vertical speed. 
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3. q: rate of change of pitch angle. 

4. θ: pitch angle. 

The longitudinal control vector consists of: 

1. δe: change in elevator angle. 

2. δT:  change in throttle. 

 

The state space model is represented in terms of stability derivatives of the 

aircraft. These stability derivatives can be easily calculated from the stability coefficients, 

example: 

( ) SQCCX DoDuu ⋅⋅⋅+−= 2  
 

(2.54) 
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(2.55) 
 

Without going in details on each stability derivative, their equations are shown in 

the Matlab code in the Appendix. 

 

2.5.2 Lateral model 

Similarly the lateral model was developed; the lateral motion of an aircraft is a 

complicated combination of rolling, yawing and slide slipping motions. They are function 

of v, p, r, rδ , and aδ . 
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Substituting the changes in Y force, yaw moment, and roll moment in Newton’s law of 

motion will result: 
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• Lateral state space representation: 
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(2.62) 

The lateral states vector consists of: 

1. v: body speed in y-axis. 

2. p: rate of change of roll angle. 

3. r: rate of change of yaw angle. 

4. φ: roll angle. 
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The lateral control vector consists of: 

1. δa: change in ailerons angle. 

2. δr:  change in rudder angle. 

 

Using the equations of motions and the aerodynamic forces and moments 

equations of the aircraft, a nonlinear model of the aircraft was developed for simulation 

purposes. The linear state space model of the aircraft was used to design both linear and 

non linear controller. The nonlinear control algorithm is designed in such way that makes 

it compatible with the avionics unit developed. 
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CHAPTER   3 

System Configuration and Avionics Unit 
 

One of the main contributions in this thesis is the design and implementation of a 

low cost Commercial Off The Shelf avionics unit. This DFCS has to be tailored for the 

TRI-60 aircraft available in the lab. It has to be also programmable and adaptable by any 

other aircraft if needed. The design of the digital flight control system required some 

research on the electrical and computer parts that will be involved in the complete system. 

The main layout for the system is the microcontroller, sensors, and actuators. These three 

main categories has to be integrated together to build a complete embedded system. The 

DFCS can also be connected to an RF transceiver to communicate between the autopilot 

and the ground station.  

An overview of the digital flight control system is shown in Figure 3-1 below: 

 

Figure 3-1 Digital Flight Control System 

Absolute pressure 

GPS

3-axis Accelerometer 

3-axis rate Gyro 

RF Transceiver 

Servo motor
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Microcontroller 
board

Pitot tube 
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3.1 Aircraft Description 

 The aircraft that is used in this thesis is a small RC plane that is supplied from a 

local hobby store. The aircraft is a trainer model, the TRI-60 that is shown in Figure C-1 

in the Appendix. The aircraft is a fixed wing aircraft with 182.5 cm wingspan and a gross 

weight of about 3.75 kg. The aircraft flies at a nominal speed of 15 m/s and a nominal 

altitude of 100 m. The aircraft nonlinear modeling is discussed in the next chapter. 

Even though the avionics unit was tailored for this aircraft but some modification 

has to be done to make all the components fit properly. One important modification is the 

addition of the air data probe on the wing and the displacement of the aileron servo to 

make it possible to house all the components of the DFCS; this is shown in Figure C-2 in 

the Appendix.  

 

3.2 Avionics unit  

The design of the avionics unit passed through several stages. First we had to 

specify the computing power by specifying the microcontrollers that we will use and how 

many one of them. The next step is the choice of all the sensors needed onboard the 

avionics unit. After successfully getting hold of all the sensors, we had to design Signal 

Conditioning Circuits (SCC) for some sensors, and then test the operation of the sensor 

with its SCC. After all this we can start the Printed Circuit Board (PCB) design for the 

avionics unit. I have used Easy PC to develop the avionics unit PCB, there are a lot of 

good software like Orcad and Eagle but I have used this software since it is available for 

me in the lab. The avionics unit PCB was a double sided PCB as shown in Figure C-3 in 

the Appendix.  

While placing the components I had to make sure that the inertial measurement 

sensors (accelerometers and rate gyros) are as close as possible to the aircraft’s CG. This 

would minimize the error in their readings due to the lever arm effect. Another point in 

the design is that most of the sensors are connected to one microcontroller, which is the 

primary microcontroller where the control laws are programmed. The other 

microcontroller has the GPS, airspeed sensor, and the sonar connected to it. The GPS 

readings are not needed for the aircraft stability control. The GPS readings are needed in 
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the navigational control which will be implemented on the top microcontroller. The 

airspeed sensor is integrated with the second microcontroller so it can act as a supervisory 

controller, where it can calculate the gains given the airspeed then it would send these 

gains to the main microcontroller. Guidance and mission control can be programmed in 

the secondary microcontroller and then both microcontrollers, which communicate 

between each other, would control the whole aircraft. This distributed control is a lot 

more efficient than just using one powerful microcontroller. 

Another important issue is that due to limitation in the space available in the 

aircraft’s fuselage, the avionics unit is designed to have several layers on top of each 

other as shown in Figure 3-2. This was the most efficient way to use the space available. 

There are some other small PCBs which were used to mount some sensors to a specific 

axis of the aircraft’s body. 

 

Figure 3-2 Avionics unit 

The PCB manufacturing facility in the university can not be used to make a 

double sided PCB because of the lack of the metallization process equipments. The 
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metallization process accumulates metallic substrates inside the holes so they are 

connected between the upper and the lower layers. We tried to find a good facility here in 

the UAE, but we couldn’t find a good quality PCB manufacturer. The PCB for this 

avionics unit was manufactured at www.pcb-pool.com in Ireland. It would have cost a lot 

less if it was manufactured locally.  

 

3.3 Microcontroller 

The microcontroller is the main part of the digital flight control system. It is the 

brain of the avionics unit where data acquisition from all onboard sensors takes place, 

then the control program that is embedded in the microcontroller decide on the next 

action, and finally the microcontroller drives the actuators which are connected to the 

control surfaces of the aircraft. 

The microcontroller that is used to build the avionics unit is the Motorola 

MC68HCS12 and specifically the MC9S12DP256 shown in the appendix. We used the 

microcontroller to interface different types of sensors and develop software drivers for 

each one. We have also used the MC68HCS12 microcontroller to implement the full 

design of the LQR state feedback controller in the Hardware In The Loop Simulation 

(HILS), which is discussed in details in Chapter 5.  

There is an internal clock devisor that gives a clock frequency far more than the 

crystal oscillator. The maximum oscillator that can be used for the MC68HCS12 is 

16MHz crystal. This can be multiplied to get a higher frequency, but the maximum safe 

frequency that is recommended for this microcontroller is 48MHz (www.freescale.com), 

and this is the frequency that our microcontroller is programmed to use. 

Another point to mention is that we have used two microcontrollers and 

distributed the tasks between them. Another reason for using two microcontrollers is due 

to the limitation of the number of serial ports SCI (Serial Communication Interface) in 

one 68HCS12 microcontroller. We have three devices that communicate through SCI and 

each microcontroller can handle only two SCI. We have used two microcontroller boards 

and let them communicate with each other through SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface). 
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The way that SPI works is to concatenate the SPI data register (which is 8-bit) 

between the two microcontroller to form a 16-bit data register, where the data is shared 

between the two microcontrollers. Working at very high frequency close to the bus 

frequency, you can expand your data packet to over than 100 character and still get a safe 

communication port without any data loss. The two microcontroller boards that are used 

in the avionics unit are the MiniDragon board and the S12 Compact board. 

 

3.3.1 MiniDragon  

The main microcontroller which controls the aircraft stability is implemented in 

the MiniDragon board. The MiniDragon has the MC9S12DP256 microcontroller. It has 

all the features of the MC9S12DP256 microcontroller and it is very compact especially 

after cutting the unnecessary prototyping area. It is manufactured by www.evbplus.com 

and it is inexpensive compared to other microcontroller boards. 

 

3.3.2 S12 Compact 

The second micro controller board used is the S12 Compact from Elektronikladen. 

The S12 Compact is also equipped with a MC9S12DP256 microcontroller unit. In 

addition to the on-chip controller functions, the S12 Compact module provides a number 

of useful peripheral options: 16-bit A/D-Converter and 16-bit D/A-Converter including 

precision voltage reference, battery backed Real Time Clock (RTC), USB-Interface and 

2MB (16Mbit) extra memory using Serial Data Flash. 

This board is used to read the GPS and calculate the distance from a reference 

point. This board can be also used for supervisory and mission control. It can 

communicate with the main board through SPI port.  
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3.4 Sensors Interface and Calibration 

In order to be able to implement our controller for the UAV, several sensors need 

to be installed in the avionics unit to measure the aircraft’s states. The DFCS is composed 

of the following sensors. 

 

3.4.1 Air data probe 

The air data probe is usually designed to measure four important values, the static 

pressure, total pressure, angle of attack, and angle of slip. The air probe shown in Figure 

3-3 below is installed on the aircraft’s left wing. The air probe that is installed on the TRI-

60 didn’t have a sideslip angle vane. The pitot tube was manufactured locally but it is a 

little bit heavy because it was made of steel. The angle of attack sensor was also 

manufactured in the lab.   

 

Figure 3-3 Air data probe 

Pitot tube 

The forward speed of the aircraft u is an essential parameter for the feedback 

control algorithm. Thus accurate measurement of this parameter is required. The forward 

speed or the airspeed can be measured with the use of a pitot tube. The pitot tube is a 
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metal tube which consists of two tubes, the outer tube and the inner tube. The outer tube 

gets the static air pressure and the inner tube is directed to the forward movement of the 

aircraft to get the total pressure (static and dynamic) as shown in Figure 3-4 below: 

 

Figure 3-4 Pitot tube (Nelson, 1998) 

The airspeed can be calculated from Bernoulli’s equation. The relationship 

between the airspeed and static and total pressure is: 
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Where ∞V : Airspeed of the aircraft. 
P: Total air pressure. 
P0: Static pressure. 
ρ : Air density 
 

The pitot tube is connected to a gauge pressure sensor to get a measurement of the 

difference between the static and total pressures. We are using the SDX01G2 gauge 

pressure sensor by SENSYM which has a range of 1 psi 

A signal conditioning circuit was designed for this sensor to get a reasonable 

reading from it. Originally the whole range of the sensor was within couple of mV, so we 

need to amplify this signal so the microcontroller A/D can recognize it. We have used the 

AD623 instrumentation amplifier in a two stage fashion. The first stage does some 

amplification and the second stage removes some DC and amplifies the signal more. The 

schematic of the circuit is shown in Figure 3-5. 
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Figure 3-5 Gauge pressure sensor SCC 

Before operating the airspeed sensor, the user has to check the voltage from the 

first stage to make sure that the sensor is working properly. The output of the first stage 

has to be 2.6 Volts; this can be tuned using the first stage potentiometer. It has been 

chosen to be 2.6 Volts because the second stage takes an exact voltage of 2.5 Volts from 

the microcontroller and subtract it from the signal, this is to remove unnecessary DC 

component in the signal. 

The next step was to calibrate the pitot tube to get an airspeed measurement. 

There are different methods to calibrate this sensor; one way is to calibrate it in a wind 

tunnel where the airspeed is known. We calibrated the pitot tube while the aircraft was 

installed on the car as shown in Figure 3-6. We read the voltage from the sensor and we 

look at the cars speedometer. We tried several tests from different directions to remove 

the effect of the wind by taking the average of our measurements. 

The final equation that relates the airspeed to the output voltage is: 

8.1
23

4.1
+⋅= uVout  

(3.2) 

This is the equation that is used in the autopilot program, where u is in m/s. 
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Figure 3-6 Car test to calibrate pitot tube 

 

Angle of attack sensor 

Angle of attack is a very important quantity that needs to be measured while the 

aircraft is flying. The amount of lift and drag forces depends on the angle of attack, thus 

to prevent any stall conditions, the aircraft’s angle of attack need to be watched carefully. 

 

Figure 3-7 Angle of attack vane 
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The angle of attack sensor electrical part is simply a servo potentiometer, which is 

almost frictionless. The potentiometer output voltage is between 0-5 V corresponding to 

360 degrees of rotation. The angle of attack vane is centered so that it gives 2.5 Volts at 

zero angle of attack. This is done to give an equal range for positive and negative angles. 

The final equation that relates the angle of attack to the output voltage is: 

5.2
360

5
+⋅= αoutV  

(3.3) 

Where α  is in degrees. 

 

3.4.2 Altimeter 

The absolute pressure is needed to measure the aircraft altitude. The altitude of the 

aircraft can be computed if the absolute air pressure is measured. The relationship 

between the pressure and the altitude is: 

P = ρ .g.h 
(3.4) 

Where P: Absolute air pressure. 
ρ: Air density. 
g: Gravity acceleration equal  9.81 m/s2  
h: Altitude of the aircraft. 

The sensor that is used is SX15AD2 absolute pressure sensor by SENSYM which 

has a range of 15 psi. It looks the same as the previous pressure sensor. The signal 

conditioning circuit used for this sensor is the same as the one shown for the gauge 

pressure sensor; the only difference is the tuning of the potentiometers.  There are several 

ways to calibrate this sensor; one is to get the pressure readings from an accurate pressure 

gauge then read the corresponding voltage from our sensor. The other one is to calibrate 

the altitude readings directly. This can be done by going to a tall tower and move into 

deferent floors and read the corresponding voltage. Each floor is far from the other one by 

about 3 meters, by doing this we can estimate the altitude value given a specific voltage 

of the sensor. 
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I have used the sensor datasheet to find a relation between the altitude and the output 
voltage. 

3002077.0 +⋅−= hVout  
(3.5) 

Where h is the altitude in m. 

 

3.4.3 The Global Positioning System (GPS) 

The GPS is a device that gives you the location of your system in the globe. The 

GPS gives two important numbers, the longitude and the latitude. The device we are 

using is the Garmin 15L. 

This device communicates serially with the microcontroller using RS-232 

protocol. The GPS data is encoded using the NMEA (National Marine Electronics 

Association) 0183 standard. NMEA 0183 defines electrical signal requirements, data 

transmission protocol, timing and specific sentence formats.  

We can interface the GPS to a computer using Hyper Terminal or we can write a 

program to interface the device with our microcontroller. The GPS is set to a Baud Rate 

of 4800 but you can change the Baud rate of the GPS sensor, minimum is 1200 and 

maximum is 19200. This information is needed in order to communicate between the 

GPS and any other device. 

The output of the GPS is as follow: 

$PGRMB,0.0,200,,,,K,,N,W*28 

$PGRMM,WGS 84*06 

$GPRMC,154958,V,2458.2000,N,12133.0000,E,,,141202,003.5,W*7E 

$GPGGA,154958,2458.2000,N,12133.0000,E,0,00,,,M,,M,,*52 

$GPGSA,A,1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,*1E 

$GPGSV,3,3,12,09,00,207,00,10,54,344,00,11,00,139,00,13,00,035,0*7A 

The longitude and latitude are the two numbers highlighted. 
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The output of this sensor is a digital serial output so no need for any kind of signal 

conditioning. Calibration of the sensor is needed though. A small program was used to 

change the readings of longitude and latitude to a specific distance by comparing the 

reading to a reference longitude and latitude. Cruising in the car and reading the distance 

at several points and compare it to the real distance. The GPS gives a very small error of 

about 5m maximum error. The only important notice is that the GPS Antenna has to be in 

an open area to get the signal from the satellite that is why the antenna is installed on top 

of the aircraft’s body as shown in Figure C-5 in the Appendix.  

 

3.4.4 Rate Gyros 

The rates of change of Euler’s angles θ, φ , ψ are essential parameters in the 

autopilot stability control. A Rate gyro is used to measure the rate of change of Euler’s 

angles. Most electronic rate gyros use piezoelectric actuators. The rate gyro used in our 

avionics unit is the ADXR150. It features MEMS technology (Micro Electro Mechanical 

System) and is produced by Analog Devices. It has a range of ±150 degrees per second.  

This rate gyro comes in a small package called Ball Grid Array (BGA). 

Connecting the sensor was a challenge process; the best way was to design the proper 

printed circuit board and socket that make contact with all the balls in the grid. The PCB 

designed is shown in Figure C-6 in the Appendix. 

We have used three rate gyros for the x-y-z axes to measure p, q, and r. The three 

PCB where connected together to form a 3-axis rate gyro.  This was the initial design of 

the 3 dimensional rate gyros.  
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Figure 3-8 ADXR150 electric circuit interface 

Figure 3-8 above shows the connections made to operate the rate gyro. 

This design was not feasible due to the size of the three dimensional gyro box. It 

would take a huge space to fit this sensor box in the sensor pack. The alternative is to use 

the ADXR150 Evaluation Board. It is compact and it is very easy to connect since it is in 

a DIP package. Figure C-7 in the Appendix shows how it is integrated in the avionics 

unit. 

The main calibration of the gyro is to find its zero offset voltage. In the datasheet 

it says that the zero offset voltage is around 2.5 volts. Each of the three gyros where 

calibrated after they were installed on the avionics unit. For the range we took an 

approximation from the datasheet since the whole 5 V represent the full range (300 deg/s) 

of the sensor. 
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The final equation that relates the angular speed to the output voltage is: 

• For p rate gyro (x-axis): 

657.2
300

5
+⋅= pVout  

(3.6) 

• For q rate gyro (y-axis): 

399.2
300

5
+⋅= qVout  

(3.7) 

• For r rate gyro (z-axis): 

536.2
300

5
+⋅= rVout  

(3.8) 

Where the angular rate is in degrees/s. 

 

3.4.5 Accelerometers 

Accelerometers are sensors that can measure the acceleration of the body in a 

specific direction, thus it can be used to determine the forces acting on the plane by 

knowing the mass of the plane. This can assists in the derivation of the aircraft model by 

finding some stability derivatives from the accelerometers data. Another important 

application for the accelerometer is coordinate turns, conventional aircraft bank in order 

to turn, and to do a coordinated turn we have to make sure that the sideforce is almost 

zero. Sometimes accelerometers are used as a tilt sensor; they measure how much the 

aircraft is deviated from the earth gravity field. The accelerometer used is the ADXL150 

by Analog Devices. It also uses MEMS technology and its range is up to 50g. Three 

accelerometers have been used; each one is oriented in a specific axis.  

A signal conditioning circuit is needed to have a voltage reading that is in an 

acceptable range for the microcontroller A/D converter. To build the SCC a TLC272 
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single supply operational amplifier was used. The schematic for this circuit is shown in 

Figure 3-9. 

 

Figure 3-9 ADXL150 electric circuit interface 

Before using the sensor its readings have to be calibrated. The accelerometer is 

calibrated using earth gravity. Both the zero g level and scale factor of the ADXL150 may 

be easily set to fair accuracy by using a self-calibration technique based on the 1 g 

acceleration of the earth’s gravity. Figure 3-10 shows how gravity and package 

orientation affect the ADXL150’s output. With its axis of sensitivity in the vertical plane, 

the ADXL150 should register 1 g acceleration, either positive or negative, depending on 

its orientation. With the axis of sensitivity in the horizontal plane, no acceleration (the 

zero g bias level) should be indicated. 
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Figure 3-10 Using the Earth’s Gravity to Self-Calibrate the ADXL150 

Figure 3-10 shows how to self-calibrate the ADXL150. Place the accelerometer 

on its side with its axis of sensitivity oriented as shown in “a.”. Take a note of that 

voltage, if the SCC was designed properly that voltage would be around 2.5 V. Next, the 

package axis should be oriented as in “c” (pointing down) and the output reading should 

be noted. The package axis should then be rotated 180 degrees to position “d” and the 

output reading should be noted too. The voltage difference between these two numbers is 

used to calculate the scaling factor since we know that this difference corresponds to 2 

g’s. 

Table 3-1 Accelerometer calibration data 

ax [g] V  ay [g] V  az [g] V 
1 2.6913  1 2.9343  1 2.808 
0 2.3319  0 2.5943  0 2.4291 

-1 1.9433  -1 2.191  -1 2.0939 

The final equation that relates the acceleration to the output voltage is: 

• For xa  x-axis accelerometer: 

3319.2
2
748.0

+⋅= xout aV  
(3.9) 
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• For ya  y-axis accelerometer: 

5943.2
2

7433.0
+⋅= yout aV  

(3.10) 

• For za  z-axis accelerometer: 

4291.2
2

7141.0
+⋅= zout aV  

(3.11) 

Where the acceleration is in g’s, each g is 9.81 m/s2 

 

3.4.6 Tilt Sensor 

Tilt sensor is used to measure the Euler’s angles θ, andφ . These angles are the x-y 

angles corresponding to the body axis of the aircraft. The tilt sensor that was used is the 

AU-6004, which is a dual axis tilt sensor by Spectron Glass and Electronics.  

The sensor comes with a signal conditional circuit and outputs an analogue signal 

that corresponds to the tilt angle.  The sensor was calibrated using the digital compass 

module. The calibration setup is shown in Figure 3-11 below. 

 
Figure 3-11 Tilt sensor calibration 
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Table 3-2 Tilt sensor calibration data 

Pitch (θ ) 
[degrees] V  

Roll (φ ) 
[degrees] V 

         
25.0 1.299  24.0 2.745 

0.0 2.091  0.0 2.010 
-25.0 2.862  -24.0 1.247 

The final equation that relates the pitch angle θ  to the output voltage is: 

091.2
50
563.1

+⋅−= θoutV  
(3.12) 

The final equation that relates the roll angle φ  to the output voltage is: 

01.2
48
498.1

+⋅= φoutV  
(3.13) 

Where the Euler angles are in degrees. 

 

3.4.7 Digital Compass 

The digital compass that is used is the HMR3000 from Honeywell. This module 

contains several sensors packed together in one module and integrated with a 

microcontroller. The module has a tilt sensor and a magnetic sensor. The digital compass 

sends its data serially through RS-232 format. The data sent contains information about 

Euler’s angles θ, and φ  and the heading of the aircraft. 

The main feature of the digital compass is that it gives us the angle from the north 

direction. It is very important to know the heading of the aircraft. GPS alone cannot 

specify the heading that is why this compass is very useful in the aircraft’s navigation. 

The other data can be used as a redundancy for safety measurement in the DFCS unit. 

This device can be used to get Euler’s angles and the rate of change of Euler’s angles. It 

can substitute other sensors like tilt sensor and rate gyros if there was any problem in 

them. 
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This sensor is already calibrated. The module was calibrated by the manufacturer; 

we even use it to calibrate other sensors. We read the data output directly to a computer or 

to the avionics unit microcontroller. A program similar to the GPS program is needed to 

extract the important values ignoring the other characters.  

 The sensor is mounted on the aircraft so that its axis is aligned with the aircraft 

axis as shown in Figure 3-12 below. 

 

Figure 3-12 Digital compass location 

The disadvantage of this sensor is that the data that is serially sent needs decoding 

and this means slower reading rate from the sensor, this would not be efficient for fast 

maneuvers. Another disadvantage is that this sensor is expensive compared to the other 

COTS sensors, it is much cheaper to buy a magnetic sensor and replace it with this 

module for direction measurements. 

 

3.4.8 Sonar 

Sonar sensors are used to measure distance by the mean of sound waves. It can 

give very accurate measurement in the range of mm. This is very useful for future 

development of the autopilot auto take off and auto landing procedures. The sonar that is 

used is the Polaroid 6500 series Ranging Module. 

Digital 
Compass 
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This module is able to measure distances from 6” up to 35 ft. This sensor can be 

integrated with the microcontroller timer module and be calibrated software wise to give 

very accurate distance measurements. 

The sonar works by transmitting a pulse of sound outside the range of human 

hearing. This pulse travels at the speed of sound away from the sonar in a cone shape and 

the sound reflects back to the sonar from any object in the path of this sonic wave. The 

sonar pauses for a brief interval after the sound is transmitted and then awaits the 

reflected sound in the form of an echo. If received, the sonar reports this echo to the 

microcontroller and the microcontroller can then compute the distance to the object based 

on the elapsed time and the speed of sound in air. 

Two Polaroid sonars are added to the avionics unit, each one should be installed 

on each side of the wing. This is important to make sue that the aircraft’s bank angle is 

zero while landing otherwise we might crash the aircraft.                  

 

3.5 Ground Station 

A ground station is always useful to monitor the aircraft attitudes, to upload 

mission requirements, and to manually control the aircraft if needed. Sometimes videos 

can be transmitted from the UAV to the ground station. In this thesis we are concerned 

about the hardware components of the ground station. A software is still being developed 

for the AUS UAV ground station. The software that is being developed is a GUI 

(Graphical User Interface) based program, whereas now we communicate with the UAV 

using menu based interface on HyperTerminal.  
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Figure 3-13 Ground station Interfaces 

 

The main component of the ground station is a laptop and a way to communicate 

between this laptop and the UAV’s microcontroller. The laptop used is a Dell Latitude 

Pentuim3 laptop available in the lab as shown in Figure C-8 in the Appendix.   

The only medium of communication that we can use between the UAV and the 

ground station is RF Radio Frequency.  The whole system needs two RF transceivers, one 

on the UAV and one for the ground station. The ground station also includes the RC 

transmitter that switches between manual control and autopilot. 

 

3.5.1 RF transceiver 

The RF transceiver used is the XECOM XE900S-500. It has some good features 

that made it suitable for this system. First it is light and it has a maximum power output of 

500 mW and an obstacle range of 1500 ft. Its line-of-sight range is 20 miles. It is 

Main Menu: 
1. Calibrate Sensors  
2. Trim Motors 
3. Set Reference points 
4. Feedback Gains 
5. Start 
************************* 
Sensors Menu: 
1.  Gauge Pressure 
2.  Absolute Pressure 
3.  X-Rate Gyro 
4.  Y-Rate Gyro 
5.  Z-Rate Gyro 
6.  X-Accelerometer 
7.  Y-Accelerometer 
8.  Z-Accelerometer 
9.  X-Tilt 
10. Y-Tilt 
11. Back to Main Menu 
************************* 
Motors Menu: 
1.  Throttle servo 
2.  Elevator servo 
3.  Ailerons servo 
4.  Rudder servo 
5. Back to Main Menu 
************************* 
Reference Points: 
1. Reference Pitch 
2. Reference Roll 
3. Reference Yaw 
4. Back to Main Menu 
************************* 
Feedback Gains Menu: 
1. Pitch controller P Gain 
2. Roll controller P Gain 
3. Yaw Damper P Gain 
4. Back to Main Menu 
************************* 
Starting Autopilot press ESC to exit... 
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inexpensive and easily integrated with the computer and the microcontroller since it uses 

RS-232 serial protocol.  

To interface this transceiver with the microcontroller on board, a MAX232 chip is 

needed to change the serial communication from TTL to RS-232. The interface with this 

chip is shown in Figure 3-14 below. 

 

Figure 3-14 Microcontroller RF transceiver interface 

After installing the transceiver on the avionics unit, we found out that the rate 

gyros are affected by RF interference from the transceivers antenna. The antenna location 

is very important; it has to be as far as possible from other electronics sensors to prevent 

RFI. But it was difficult to change the antenna location due to its length, and we cannot 

modify its length since we have a specific matching impedance otherwise we will distort 

the RF signal. The best solution was to move the whole RF transceiver unit to the 

aircraft’s tail and connect it to the DFCS using a ribbon cable from inside the body. 

Shielding was avoided due to the limitation in the fuselage space and due to the need to 

decrease the weight of the avionics unit. 
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Figure 3-15 RF transceiver location 

The field test of the RF transceiver gave us a range of 500m even though the 

specified line of sight range is 20 miles. This might be due to interference from a cell 

phone communication tower nearby our test location. We might consider redoing the test 

in an open area where there are no obstacles around and there is no RF interference. 

 

3.5.2 Manual override circuit 

The manual override circuit is designed so the human pilot who is on the ground 

station can take full control over the aircraft in case of any emergency. The manual 

override circuit is installed on the avionics unit where it switches between the signals 

coming from the microcontroller or the signals coming from the RC receiver as shown in 

the block diagram in Figure 3-16 next page.    
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Figure 3-16 Manual override block diagram 

The manual override circuit is mainly built from two MAX4519 analog 

multiplexers. For each multiplexer, a signal from the microcontrollers PWM register and 

the corresponding signal from the RC receiver is connected to the inputs of the 

multiplexer. The output is going directly to the servo motor. The control signal is the 

same for all multiplexer which switches between full autopilot and full manual control. 

This can be modified to get partial automatic and partial manual control. 

The control signal that switches to manual control is the fifth channel on the RC 

transmitter. It is a switch which, if turned on, would give a 10% duty cycle signal and if it 

is turned off it gives a 5% duty cycle signal. Another circuit was designed in between to 

change this duty cycle to a corresponding 0 or 5 volts. 
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Figure 3-17 Switching signal modulation 
 

3.6 Price list 

To show the feasibility of the proposed COTS autopilot unit, a price list was 

prepared. The price list only includes the price of the components without the price of the 

aircraft or the PCB manufacturing. The overall components of the DFCS and its prices 

are summarized in table 3-3 below. 

Table 3-3 Price List for the AUS Avionics unit 

Part number and 
description 

Quantity Price per unit Total price 

S12 Compact: 68HCS12 
microcontroller board 1 $99.00 $99.00 

MC9S12: 
MiniDRAGON+ 

Development Board 

1 $89.00 $89.00 

MAX4519EPD-ND:  2 
channel Analog 

multiplexer 

2 $2.50 $5.00 

SX15AD2: Absolute 
pressure sensor 1 $30.00 $30.00 

RC Receiver Channel 5 

To MUX 
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ADXRS300EB: rate gyro 3 $50.00 $150.00 

SA40015: Dual axis 
CMOS SSC 1 $78.00 $78.00 

AU6004-A-001: dual 
axis tilt sensor 1 $25.00 $25.00 

SDX01G2: Gauge 
pressure sensor 1 $30.00 $30.00 

Garmin 15L: GPS sensor 1 $120.00 $120.00 

8 pin socket for GPS 
sensor 

1 $4.00 $4.00 

GA 27C: GPS Antenna 1 $75.00 $75.00 

ADXL150: Single axis 
accelerometer 

3 $11.00 $33.00 

HMR3000-D21-232: 
Digital compass 

1 $675.00 $675.00 

XE900S-500: RF 
Transceiver 

2 $75.00 $150.00 

XE900S-500 Antenna 2 $10.00 $20.00 

AD623: Instrumentation 
Amplifier 

4 $5.00 $20.00 

MAX232: TTL-RS232 
converter 

2 $5.50 $11.00 

Polaroid 6500 Ranging 
Sonar 

2 $30.00 $60.00 

The total price of the avionics unit is $1674.00 

The price of the avionics unit without the digital compass module is $999.00 
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3.7 Avionics unit test 

A stability controller was implemented on the avionics unit to hold the aircraft 

attitudes. Three PID loops was developed to control the pitch and roll angles, the third 

controller was a yaw damper. These controllers were tested on the ground and some of 

them were tested on a car test. The car test was done by installing the aircraft on the car 

front using a high stand. The stand was mounted using four screws to keep it rigid and to 

minimize vibrations. At the top of the stand the aircraft was installed at its center of 

gravity. Two frictionless bearing were used to allow the aircraft to rotate freely. The 

aircraft setup is shown in Figure 3-18 below.  

 

Figure 3-18 TRI-60 aircraft mounted for car testing 

The embedded software developed for the autopilot communicates with the 

ground station using an RF link. The ground station developed is a basic menu based 

where you can tune sensors onboard the avionics unit, trim the aircraft servo motors, and 

modify the state feedback gains. This can be done while the aircraft is in flight. The 

embedded software was also designed in a modular function wise structure to make it 

easy for other researchers to understand the code and reprogram the autopilot and use 

their own control algorithm.  
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CHAPTER   4 

System identification 
System identification is a crucial step for developing the aircraft stability 

controller. Accurate linear and nonlinear model is needed to simulate the behavior of our 

aircraft. Model based system identification is used by developing the equations of motion 

for the aircraft as well as the aerodynamic equations as shown previously in Chapter 2. To 

complete the model, the geometric parameters as well as the inertia properties of the 

vehicle have to be estimated. Once the parameters are estimated the stability derivatives 

were obtained. However, engine and servo models need to be estimated based on 

measurements as will be discussed in this chapter. 

 

4.1 System identification for TRI-60 nonlinear model 

The aircraft’s nonlinear modeling is an important part of the development of the 

complete control design. A high fidelity nonlinear model allows us to evaluate the 

performance of a control system and hence improve the design, drive simulators, and 

study the effects of modifications to the design. The aircraft nonlinear model depends on 

complicated functions described in the equations of motion and the aerodynamic 

equations discussed previously in Chapter 2; these equations build the six degrees of 

freedom nonlinear aircraft model. These equations are programmed in Matlab Aerosim 

toolbox.  
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Figure 4-1 Aircraft nonlinear model block diagram 

The model needs some parameters to be identified before you can use it. The main 

parameters are the stability coefficients which we show how to estimate them in Chapter 

2. The other parameters are the engine model and the aircraft inertia model. The engine 

model that was originally used is a complex model where the input of this model is the 

throttle command, fuel inlet, manifold pressure, temperature, and air pressure. This model 

was replaced by a simple transfer function where the input is just the throttle command 

and the output is the thrust force. The aircraft inertial properties were assumed to be 

constant and not changing through out the whole flight. 

 

4.1.1 TRI-60 dimensional parameters 

To estimate the aircraft’s stability coefficients, some of the aircraft geometry 

needs to be identified. In this section I will list the dimensions needed, its description, and 

the TRI-60 corresponding values. 

Table 4-1 TRI-60 aircraft geometry 

Symbol Description TRI-60 value

B Wing span 182.5 cm 

c  Mean wing cord length 34 cm 

Aerodynamic 
model 

Propulsion 
model 

Atmosphere 
model Earth model 

Aircraft 

equations 

of motion Aircraft 
inertia 

Total 
acceleration 

Total 
moment 

C 
O 
N 
T 
R 
O 
L 
 
I 
N 
P 
U 
T 
S

O 
U
T
P
U
T 
 
S
T
A
T
E
S
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tb  Horizontal tail span 69 cm 

tc  Horizontal tail cord length 18.5-22.5 cm 

vb  Vertical tail span 23 cm 

vc  Vertical tail cord length 11.5-26 cm 

S  Wing surface area 0.6205 m2 

tS  Horizontal tail surface area 0.1414 m2 

vS  Vertical tail surface area 0.0431 m2 

AR  Wing aspect ratio 5.3676 

tAR  Horizontal tail aspect ratio 3.3659 

vAR  Vertical tail aspect ratio 1.2267 

eSδ  Elevator flap surface area 0.0299 m2 

aSδ  Ailerons flap surface area 0.0527 m2 

rSδ  Rudder flap surface area 0.0115 m2 

tl  Distance in the x-axis between the horizontal tail aerodynamic 

center and the CG 

82 cm 

vZ  Distance in the z axis between the vertical tail and the fuselage 

centerline. 

9 cm 

wZ  Distance in the z-axis from wing to fuselage centerline 10 cm 

D Maximum fuselage depth 15 cm 

cgx  Distance between CG and the wing leading edge. 7 cm 

acx  Distance between the aerodynamic center and the wing leading 

edge 

12.5 cm 

Γ  Wing dihedral angle 6 degrees 

λ  Wing Taper ratio which is the ratio between the wing’s inner 

cord lengths to its outer cord length. 

1 
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4.1.2 TRI-60 Stability coefficients estimation  

Using the dimensions found in the previous section and using the equations to 

estimate the stability coefficients given in Chapter 2, a Matlab program was written to 

calculate the TRI-60 stability coefficients. This Matlab code is shown in Appendix D. 

Table 4-2 below summarizes the TRI-60 stability coefficients. 

Table 4-2 TRI-60 Stability Coefficients 

  Lift Drag 
Side 
force (Y) 

Rolling 
moment (L) 

Pitching 
moment (M) 

Yawing 
moment (N) 

Zero  0.41  0.05  0  0  0  0 
α   9.9601  0.2606  0  0  -0.9116  0 
α&   0  0  0  0  -6.0762  0 
β   0  0  -0.1742  -0.0013  0  0.4304 
eδ   0.3287  0  0  0  -0.7929  0 
aδ   0  0  0  0.8549  0  -0.1402 
rδ   0  0  0.0719  0.0035  0  -0.1776 

 p  0  0  0 -1.7861   0  -0.0536 
 q 0.0449  0  0  0  -9.5610  0 
 r  0  0  0  0.0079  0  -0.3269 

 

4.1.3 Inertia Identification 

The aircraft moment equations depend on the mass moment and product moment 

of inertia of the aircraft. These inertia properties, Ixx, Iyy, Izz, and Ixz, contribute to the 

dynamic coupling among longitudinal, lateral, and directional dynamics and have an 

important role with the rotational motion of the aircraft. Aircraft mass and CG location 

are also two important quantities that need to be identified. It is assumed that all these 

parameters are always fixed, even though we have the change of the fuel mass in the 

aircraft. 

The simplest method to identify the mass moments of inertia for our aircraft was 

using the concept of torsional pendulum. The aircraft was tied with ropes and was free to 

swing along each axis as shown in Figure 4-2 below. The period of oscillation was 

measured over many cycles. 
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Figure 4-2 Inertia identification setup 

To estimate the moment of inertia, the aircraft was simplified as a rectangular box 

whose moment of inertia Ijj in the j axis is equivalent to that of the aircraft in the same 

axis, and the ropes were considered as a torsional springs with stiffness K as shown in 

Figure 4-3.  

 

Figure 4-3 Modeling as a simple torsional pendulum 
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As a result, the equation of motion for this torsional pendulum is given by the 

following equation. 

0=⋅+ w
I
Kw

jj

&&  
(4.1) 

 

And the frequency of the motion is determined as: 

jj
nj I

Kw =  
(4.2) 

As shown in the above equation, we have two unknowns. The two unknowns are 

the stiffness K and the moment of inertia Ijj. Therefore, we measured two natural 

frequencies by adding a known mass m0 to a known location l, in order to determine both 

K and Ijj. The resulting natural frequency is similarly given by this equation 

jj
nj Ilm

Kw
+⋅⋅

= 2
0

*

2
 

(4.3) 

Using equations (4.2) and (4.3), the moment of inertia Ijj is obtained as 

2
02

2

2
1

lm
s

sI jj ⋅⋅⋅
−

=  
(4.4) 

Where s is 
nj

nj

w
w *

 

The following are the final estimates of the moment of inertia of the aircraft. 

Table 4-3 TRI-60 Moments of inertia 

Ixx 0.19969 2mkg ⋅  

Iyy 0.24086 2mkg ⋅  

Izz 0.396 2mkg ⋅  
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The gross mass of the aircraft, with a full fuel tank, was measured using a scale. 

The mass of the TRI-60 was: m = 3.746 kg. 

The Center of Gravity location was taken at the point where the aircraft has a 

static balance around that point as shown in Figure C-10 in the Appendix. The CG 

location was measured from the Mean Aerodynamic Center point. This point is located at 

quarter of the wing cord. The distance between the CG and MAC is: 

x = -0.0136 m                y = 0 m   z = -0.0800 m 

 

4.1.4 Engine identification 

To build the aircraft nonlinear model we need to characterize the engine response 

to throttle command. The engine dynamics is a function of several inputs like fuel inlet, 

manifold pressure, temperature, and air pressure. For simplicity we assume that the other 

inputs are constant and we are only changing the throttle command. An experiment has 

been conducted to get a transfer function that relates the throttle command input to engine 

RPM and propeller thrust force output. Before explaining the experiment let me introduce 

the sensors that were used in this experiment. 

Reflective object sensor 

A sensor was needed to measure the engine RPM. The QRD1114 is an unfocused 

Infrared Photo Detector. It is very useful for non-contact surface sensing. It was very 

suitable for this application. The propeller hub was reinforced with a reflective sticker as 

shown in Figure C-12 in the Appendix. The sticker was mounted on half the hub 

circumference to give about 50% duty cycle pulse. The Infrared photo detector was 

mounted behind the hub to measure the engine speed of rotation.  

A stroboscope is also used to check the output of the infrared sensor to make sure 

that there is no slipping occurring in the sensing of the IR sensor. However we didn’t save 

any data from the stroboscope since it is not easy to manipulate it for this kind of testing. 

The problem was that the engine usually doesn’t run at a constant RPM but in a very 

close range due to the motion of the cylinders of the gasoline engine, so it is difficult to 

tune the stroboscope to get a stable vision on the rotation.   
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Load cell 

A load cell is used to measure the thrust force that occurs on the aircraft due to the 

rotation of the propeller. The load cell used is the Entran ELPM series 1250N shown in 

Figure C-12 in the Appendix. The load cell was mounted on a frame that was used for the 

experiment. Before using the load cell in our experiment, it needs to be calibrated with a 

known mass. The voltage output for a given weight is shown in table 4-4. 

Table 4-4 Load cell calibration data 

Load [N] Voltage [mV] 
0 17 

Lever 90 
10 756 
20 1413 
30 2035 
40 2669 

 

The final equation that relates the Load force to the output voltage is: 

68.15
443.0+

=
LVout  

(4.5) 

 

Using dSPACE, an experiment has been made that takes a throttle command in 

degrees as an input, it feeds it to the throttle servo motor. The Engine RPM changes due 

to the change in the fuel combustion rate. The IR photo detector reads this RPM and 

sends its data to dSPACE. Also due to the rotation of the engine the propeller will apply a 

thrust force on the aircraft. This force is measured by the load cell and its output is also 

saved in dSPACE. The dSPACE interface is shown in Figure 4-4. 
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Figure 4-4 dSPACE interface for the Engine identification 

 

Figure 4-5 Engine identification experiment setup 

A sample of the data acquired from this experiment is shown in the Figures 4-6, 4-

7, and 4-8. It shows how the engine respond to a throttle command and it also shows the 

propeller force acting on the aircraft. We can see from these graphs the nonlinearity of the 

engine dynamics, the engine reach to a point close to saturation where the increase of 

RPM is very little compared to the increase in the lower range commands. 
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Figure 4-6 Throttle command  

 

Figure 4-7 Engine RPM output 
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Figure 4-8 Propeller Thrust force output 

After acquiring the experimental data we used Matlab identification toolbox to 

identify two transfer functions one for the engine and one for the propeller. We have used 

the ARX parametric model, and changed the order until we get a reasonable response. 
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Figure 4-9 Engine response 

To identify the engine response we selected the throttle command as an input and 

the engine RPM as an output. The following transfer function was derived for the engine 

dynamics. 

1922.0597.1
49.82s279

_ 2 +⋅+
+⋅

=
ssThrottleDegree

RPM  
(4.6) 
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Figure 4-10 Propeller response 

To identify the propeller response we selected the engine RPM as an input and the 

Thrust force as an output. The following transfer function was derived for the propeller 

dynamics. 

18.2551.5224.5374.23965.5
08767.007264.005073.001515.0s0.001047_

2345

234

+⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅+
+⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅

=
sssss

sss
RPM

ForceThrust  
(4.7) 

Both equation (4.6) and (4.7) are used in the TRI-60 Nonlinear model. 

 

4.1.5 Servos identification 

Servo motors are controlled by PWM square wave signal. When changing the 

duty cycle the position of the servo change corresponding to the input duty cycle. The 

dynamics of the servo motor has to be fast enough so it does not affect the aircraft 

dynamics. If the servo dynamics are relatively slow then they have to be modeled when 

implementing the controller.  
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The first step was to derive the static model of the servo motor. This is needed 

anyway so the microcontroller can command the servo motor. The following table has 

some data on servo motor static response.  

Table 4-5 Servo motor static calibration 

Duty cycle [%] Displacement [degrees] 

19 -80 

23 -63 

28 -41 

35 -13 

38 0 

42 17 

48 43 

52 60 

55 71 

 

The next step was to check the servo motor dynamics; a simple experiment using 

dSPACE was conducted to get the servo motor transfer function. The servo motor was 

mounted between two metal holders and connected to a servo potentiometer. The servo 

get its input command from dSPACE and the potentiometer measure the amount of 

rotation and send the signal back to dSPACE. Using a step response we measured the 

time constant of the servo motor, then we fit the response to a first order model. 
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Figure 4-11 servo identification experiment setup 

The servo motor transfer function is 

127.0
537.4

% +⋅
=

sdutycycle
Degrees  

(4.8) 

This was compared to the real output of the servo motor and it was very close 

except for a small glitch due to the switch of the potentiometer. 
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Figure 4-12 servo identification result 

 

4.2 TRI-60 Linear model 

The linear model of the aircraft was derived since the aircraft stability coefficients 

were available. The linearization and the derivation of the state space matrix were 

discussed in details in Chapter 2. Appendix D has the Matlab code and all equations used 

to derive the state space models. The aircraft linear model is split into longitudinal model 

and lateral model. These linear models are needed to develop the linear control law for 

speed, altitude, and heading control. 

 

4.2.1 Longitudinal state space model 

The TRI-60 longitudinal state-space model was derived from its stability 

coefficient estimated in the previous section. The following state space model is the linear 

longitudinal model for the TRI-60 linearized around airspeed equal to 12 m/s. 
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⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡

=

0100
017.1140-2.9428-0.5532
0 12.00005.2798- 0.9983-

9.8100-00.18190.1217-

A  

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡

=

00
058.5910-
0 4.8029-

51.50000

B  
(4.9) 

The previous A matrix contains all longitudinal characteristic for this aircraft. The 

A matrix has four eigenvalues (two complex conjugates) which are  

[-0.0492 + 0.6738i  -0.0492 - 0.6738i 

-11.2085 + 0.5342i  -11.2085 - 0.5342i] 

The mode correspond to the larger values is the short-period mode, and the other 

one is the long-period mode or what they call the phugiod mode. 

 

4.2.2 Lateral state space model 

The TRI-60 lateral state-space model was also derived from its stability 

coefficient. The following state space model is the linear lateral model for the TRI-60 

linearized around airspeed equal to 12 m/s. 

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡

=

001.00000
017.6412-11.1332-123.5283
00.316073.5933-0.7417-

0.75461.0000-00.2228-

A  

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡

=

00
52.5588-41.4991-
2.0805501.8030
0.09480

B  
(4.10) 

This A matrix contains the lateral characteristic of the TRI-60 aircraft. It has four 

eigenvalues (two real and one complex conjugate) which are  

[ -73.5344 

-0.0021    

-8.9625 + 6.8852i  

-8.9625 - 6.8852i ] 
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The mode corresponding to the larger real eigenvalue is called the roll mode. The 

mode corresponding to the smaller real eigenvalue is called the spiral mode. The mode 

corresponding to the complex eigenvalues is called the Dutch roll mode. 

Since we have the linear model for our aircraft, we can develop the LQR 

controller based on this model. The investigation of the linear controller and its 

simulation is verified in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER   5 

Hardware In the Loop Simulation (HILS) of LQR 
Autopilot 

In this chapter we will discuss the design of aircraft linear controllers and 

specifically the aircraft altitude controller. One of the pilot’s many tasks is to hold a 

specific altitude. A well trained, attentive pilot can easily accomplish this task manually 

to within ± 50 ft. However, because this task requires the pilot to be fairly diligent, 

sophisticated aircraft often have an altitude-hold autopilot to lessen the pilot’s work. In 

modern passenger aircraft the altitude hold will typically hold the aircraft within ±200 ft 

(Stevens, Lewis, 1992). 

The linear controller method used is the (Linear Quadratic Regulator) LQR state 

feedback method to optimize the control law. This controller is simulated using 

continuous and discrete laws. The final topic of this chapter talks about Hardware In the 

Loop Simulation (HILS) which test the control algorithm programmed in the DFCS. 

 

5.1 State feedback LQR Design 

In the previous section a longitudinal state space model was derived for the TRI-

60 aircraft. This model will be used to develop the linear control law. But for our 

controller an extra state has to be defined which is dependent on the original states of the 

aircraft (Nelson, 1998). This state describes the climb rate and the altitude dynamics of 

the aircraft. Equation (5.1) below describe this relationship: 
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)sin( αθ Δ−Δ⋅=Δ o
& uh  (5.1) 

Since we are dealing with small angles and since the angle of attack α is estimated 

by
ou
wΔ

=Δα  the altitude dynamic equation would be reduced to: 

wuh Δ−Δ=Δ θo
&  

 
(5.2)

 

Adding this relation to our original state space equation would give us the final 

longitudinal state space representation that would be used for our controller. 
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(5.3)

The open loop response for the aircraft was simulated using a step input for each 

of the control inputs separately. The output of the system was taken to be the airspeed and 

the altitude which are the main two components of longitudinal motion of the aircraft. 

Figure 5-1 next page show the response to a 1 rad deflection in the elevator control 

surface of the aircraft. The plot shows that when there is deflection the aircraft will tend 

to increase in altitude. Due to conservation of total mechanical energy (potential and 

kinetic) the airspeed would decrease. In reality there would be limitation on the maximum 

altitude and speed for the aircraft. In Figure 5-2 the increase in the throttle is totally 

transformed to potential energy that increases the altitude of the aircraft. 
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Figure 5-1 Open loop to a step elevator 

 
Figure 5-2 Open loop to a step throttle 
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As we can see from the graphs before, this aircraft is naturally stable. It oscillates 

then returns to a stable position after it has been invoked with an input. But this response 

is not good for smooth maneuvers. Therefore we need to design a controller to get a more 

stable response. Usually aircraft controllers are divided into two groups, Stability 

Augmentation System (SAS) or command-hold autopilot. The SAS either stabilizes an 

inherently unstable aircraft or augments the damping of certain modes of motion that 

have insufficient natural damping (Franklin, Powell, Emami, 1994). A command or hold 

autopilot will fly the airplane to a specified flight condition and hold it there. The 

controller that is implemented here is the second type. 

Because we have a multi input multi output system (MIMO), state feedback 

controller would be the best approach for our controller design. Even thought we are only 

controlling the altitude, but we have also to regulate the other states while maintaining the 

altitude, this is why our system is MIMO. State feedback controller uses all the states and 

feed them back to the input command. 

 

5.1.1 Continuous control design 

It is decided to use LQR to calculate the control law to optimize the controller 

performance. The gains have to be calculated to minimize the performance index below 

(Stevens, Lewis, 1992) in equation (5.4). This performance index put more importance in 

the airspeed and altitude than any other state. It also limits the amount of actuation for the 

throttle command to decrease the chance of saturation on the throttle servo. 

dthuJ te ⋅
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2 9
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δδ  
 

(5.4)
 

By this we indicate that we are willing to use 1 crad of elevator deflection and 1/3 

m/s2 of specific thrust if there is a change in airspeed of 1 m/s or a change in altitude of    

4 m. 
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The optimal control law is determined by solving the steady-state Riccati matrix 

equation (Ogata, 2001): 

01 =+⋅⋅⋅⋅−⋅+⋅ − QSBRBSASSA TT  
 

(5.5)
 

The full state feed back gains would be calculated using this formula (Ogata, 2001): 

SBRK T ⋅⋅= −1  
 

(5.6)
 

 Using Matlab LQR command the gains are found to be: 

K =   [ 0.8394    0.0850   -0.1671   -3.8247   -0.1061 

  0.1369   -0.0102   -0.0015    0.0966    0.0754 ] 

These state feedback gains will ensure that all the states are regulated. We also 

want the aircraft to track a reference altitude given to the controller as a command input. 

However, the aircraft will now almost surely have a nonzero steady-state error to a step 

input. The way to correct this problem is to compute the steady-state values of the states 

and the control inputs that will result in zero output error and then force them to take 

these values. This is done by introducing a new gain called Nbar that will be multiplied 

by the reference input for the closed loop system. This gain will force a zero steady state 

error for our outputs. The way to calculate Nbar is shown in equation (5.7) below (Ogata, 

2001): 

( ) BKBAC
Nbar

⋅⋅+−⋅
= −1

1
 

 
(5.7)

 

For our system Nbar is calculated to be: 

Nbar = [ 0.9057   -0.1061 

0.1416    0.0754 ] 
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The closed loop system was build using Simulink and the response was simulated 

to check the performance of our controller. Figure 5-3 next page shows the structure of 

the full state feedback controller. 

 

Figure 5-3 LQR state feed back controller block diagram  

 
Figure 5-4 Closed loop step response of LQR controller 
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As shown in Figure 5-4 previously, the controller was given a step of 50 m as a 

reference for the altitude input command. The controller was able to track that command 

while regulating other states like the air speed which is also shown in the graph. 

Figure 5-5 below shows the change in the input command while tracking the 

reference altitude. It shows how much the control surfaces deflect and how they go back 

to the trim condition which is originally zero in this case.  

 
Figure 5-5 Input to the aircraft control surfaces  

But as the aerodynamic control surfaces on the aircraft have a limitation in the 

amount of deflection that they can move, we need to add that effect in our simulation to 

make it more realistic. The next simulation takes in consideration this saturation of the 

actuator and it also adds the initial conditions of the aircraft so we can have a better view 

of the altitude hold response. The initial condition of the states of the aircraft was:  

uo= 13 m/s     wo= 0 m/s     qo= 0 rad/s   thetao= 0 rad         ho= 50 m 
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The simulation also included an animation block to animate the response of our 

controller. Both the modified controller and the animation are shown in Figures 5-6 and 

5-7 next pages.  

 

Figure 5-6 Full simulation of the LQR altitude hold controller 
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Figure 5-7 Animation of the aircraft longitudinal motion  

The animation was a good way to see the response of all the aircraft states 

together. You can tell if the controller would work in real life situations. Figure 5-8 next 

page shows the closed loop response of the aircraft to a 50 m command. The graph shows 

that the aircraft raised from its initial altitude which is 50 m to the final altitude which is 

100 m. it is also shown that the other states like airspeed and pitch angle were affected by 

the transient movement of the aircraft, but then the controller regulates the other states 

and make it go back to the initial condition. 
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Figure 5-8 Closed loop response with saturation 

 
Figure 5-9 Saturated input command   

Saturation 
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Another approach to limit the actuator was tried, which is increasing the R term in 

the LQR calculations. This will put a limitation on the control effort and it will minimize 

the controller command in the cost of the speed of response of the system. But it is found 

that you have to use a huge value of R about 15000 and the system would be very slow, 

so this approach was avoided. 

 

5.1.2 Discrete controller design 

The second phase of the controller design is to find the discrete control law, since 

the controller that will be implemented in the avionics unit would be a digital controller 

(Microcontroller). The first and most important step here is to choose the correct 

sampling period. The sampling frequency was chosen to be between 10-30 times the 

fastest frequency of our system (Ogata, 2002), which is the most common rule in 

choosing the sampling period. The fastest frequency of our aircraft is calculated from the 

short period mode. From the eigenvalues of this mode we calculated the fastest frequency 

to be 1.784 Hz. The sampling frequency was chosen to be 13 times this frequency which 

is 23.2 Hz, so the sampling period for the HILS experiment is 0.043 s. Using this 

sampling period and using Matlab c2d function the discrete A B matrixes are shown 

below: 
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(5.8) 

The same performance index was used in the digital controller but DLQR function 

was used to calculate the discrete control law. 
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The value of the gain matrix is shown below. 

KD = [   0.7283    0.0789   -0.1563   -3.5394   -0.0942 

       0.1347   -0.0102   -0.0015    0.0961    0.0754 ] 

Again for the same reason discussed before a reference gain Nbar has to be added 

to make the steady state error equal to zero. The formula to calculate Nbar in discrete is a 

little bit different than the one used in continuous. This is due to the difference in the final 

value theorem in continuous and discrete, where s goes to zero in continuous but in 

discrete z goes to 1 (Ogata, 2002). 

( ) DDDD
D BKBAIC

Nbar
⋅⋅+−⋅

= −1

1
 

 
(5.9)

 

Nbar for our controller is calculated to be: 

Nbar D = [     0.7913   -0.0942 

0.1394 0.0754 ] 

The discrete system was built and simulated on Simulink. Discrete state space 

model was used and discrete solver was selected to perform this simulation. A fixed size 

step was chosen to be the same as the sampling period since the method of digitization 

that was used is the free running digitization not the interrupt based method. Free running 

access the A/D converter after each cycle of the code execution has been completed.  This 

means that our sampling period is the same as the controller cycle; that is why we have 

used the same period in the controller step size.  

The discrete block diagram is shown in the next page Figure 5-10 and its output is 

also shown in Figure 5-11: 
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Figure 5-10 Discrete LQR controller block diagram 

 

Figure 5-11 Discrete closed loop step response 
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Now we have calculated the control law and simulated its response, the next step 

now is to program the microcontroller with this control law and check the response of the 

system. This will be done in the next section which talks about hardware in the loop 

simulation. 

 

5.2 Hardware In the Loop Simulation of the TRI-60 aircraft 

A HILS is a device that fools the control system into thinking that it's operating 

with real-world inputs and outputs, in real-time. HILS usually refers to a system in which 

parts of a pure simulation have been replaced with actual physical components. Before 

the availability of inexpensive digital computers, analog computers were used to simulate 

both the dynamics and controls of systems (Jang, Tomlin, 2004). Today nearly all 

simulations are done by digital computers. 

  

5.2.1 Why insert hardware into a simulation? 

Pure simulation is often used to understand the behavior of a system, or to predict 

an outcome under different internal and external influences. But if the simulation is being 

used as a basis for proving control feasibility, the risk of investment can be further 

reduced utilizing a HILS approach.  For most real systems, there are characteristics that 

are unknown or too complex to model by pure simulation. Good system engineering 

practice would begin with a pure simulation and as components become better defined 

with the aid of simulation, they can be fabricated and replaced in the control loop. Once 

physical components are added to the loop, un-modeled characteristics can be 

investigated, and controls can be further refined. The use of HILS eliminates expensive 

and lengthy iterations in machining and fabrication of parts, and speeds development 

towards a more efficient design (Jang, Tomlin, 2004). 

In this thesis HILS was used since it is not feasible for us to do real testing for our 

DFCS on a real aircraft. The controller might not respond correctly and we will end up 

crashing the airplane and losing the whole system. So here the dynamic model of the 

longitudinal motion of the aircraft was implemented on Simulink, and the inputs and 

outputs of that model was connected directly to the Digital Flight Control System, which 
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is the microcontroller that is programmed with the control law. A simple diagram of 

hardware in the loop simulation is shown in Figure 5-12 below. 

 

Figure 5-12 A) Block diagram of Digital controller connected to a HILS. 
                    B) Components of a simple hardware-in-the-loop simulator. 

The DFCS thinks that it is connected to a real flying aircraft, since the aircraft 

dynamics and the sensor dynamics are programmed in the hardware in the loop simulator. 

Then it would calculate the proper input command to the aircraft and finally this 

command is inputted to the software model of the aircraft. The simulated model of the 

aircraft will respond to this input and the loop continues. To be able to do this kind of 

simulation two main component of the HILS system was used, they are the dSPACE 

DAQ unit and the Dragon12 microcontroller board. 

The dSPACE DAQ board was used to model the aircraft dynamics and sensors 

and motor dynamics too. It is very easy to use simply implement your model on Simulink 

and then build the model using Simulink real time toolbox. Finally download the model 

in the DSP processor board.  
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The Dragon12 development board was used in the HILS experiment; it uses the 

same microcontroller that is installed in the aircraft avionics unit which is the 

MC9S12DP256 MCU. The features of this MCU are discussed in details in the appendix. 

This board was programmed to act as a digital controller for the altitude hold. The 

microcontroller was programmed as if it is really reading from analog sensors and after 

that it would calculate the control law, and it will output a PWM signal to move the servo 

motor, which is our actuator. The whole experiment is summarized in the block diagram 

below. 

 

Figure 5-13 Aircraft HILS experiment 
 

5.2.2 Autopilot HILS Test (Aircraft model) 

The first step in HILS was to program the aircraft linear model to test the LQR 

controller algorithm. dSPACE was used to simulate the aircraft dynamics as well as the 

sensors and actuators that are used in the real avionics unit. This would make the digital 

controller that is programmed on the HCS12 think that it is installed on a real aircraft. To 

build the aircraft model on dSPACE simply include the state space model on Simulink 

and link it with the inputs and outputs of the dSPACE as shown in Figure 5-14. The 

outputs of the aircraft are the states which are connected to the sensors model equations, 
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and then it is connected to the analog output channel of dSPACE which in term will be 

physically connected to the digital controller. 

Also the aircraft input is taken from the PWM channel of dSPACE and it would 

pass through the motor model equations to calculate the input command on the aircraft. 

Trim conditions are also added because our state space model is written in terms of delta 

of each state.  

 

Figure 5-14 Aircraft software model  

The sensors and motor models are also included in this interface. Figure 5-15 

shows the sensors and motor models that were used in dSPACE. The equations used in 

dSPACE are the equations derived in Chapter 3 for the calibration of each sensor. These 

equations were also used in programming the microcontroller because it is needed to 

convert the voltage that is read by A/D into its corresponding real values in order to 

calculate the proper control input. 
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Figure 5-15 Sensors and motors model 

After implementing the aircraft model, you can use the real time toolbox to build 

the model and compile it to a C program that can be downloaded in the dSPACE DSP 

processor. The download is done automatically if the dSPACE control desk was open 

whenever building the model. After that dSPACE control desk need to be setup in order 

to view the response of the system. The final setup for the dSPACE control desk is shown 

in Figure 5-16 below, which includes the graphs of all the states and it also include the 

input command in duty cycle. 

 
Figure 5-16 dSPACE control desk 
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5.2.3 DFC Computer 

The HCS12 microcontroller is used to program the digital control law that was 

developed in the linear controller section. Imagecraft cross compiler was used to write 

and compile the digital controller for the Dragon12. This compiler produces an .S19 

record file which is the machine language file that would be downloaded to the 

microcontroller. Then another software was used to download the .S19 file to the flash 

memory of the microcontroller, this program is called NOICE. To download the program 

another hardware was needed, which is called BDM12, to burn the program in the HCS12 

flash memory. A block diagram of the program is shown below 

 

 Figure 5-17 Digital Controller flowchart 
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As shown from the flowchart the reading of the sensors takes place for every 

control cycle once. That is why the sampling time is the same as the control cycle. This is 

called free running digitization. A better way to implement the digital controller is the 

interrupt way where you have your control cycle running in the background and you 

interrupt it each time you take a reading. A lot of function has been developed, some for 

serial interface, PWM interface, serial interrupts, and Matrix multiplication functions. 

After the program is downloaded in the Dragon12 board, we make the hardware 

connection to the A/D ports and PWM ports as shown in Figure 5-18.  

The digital flight control system is also programmed so you can tune its 

parameters or select specific set points. This is part of the ground station which usually is 

connected to the UAV through an RF transceiver. In this experiment we only connected 

the ground station which is just a small laptop to the digital flight control system through 

a serial wire.  The whole setup of the HILS experiment is shown in Figure 5-18. 

 

Figure 5-18 HILS setup with the Ground station 
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5.2.4 HILS Results 

As expected the HILS gives the same response as the Simulink simulation in 

Matlab. The only problem encountered here is that the A/D converter makes some 

quantization errors which affected the response of the simulation. This is shown in Figure 

5-19 below where you can see the ripples on the response. To filter this error the program 

was modified in order to take 30 readings, average them, and then compute the control 

law from that average. This way the controller wouldn’t deviate if an error reading was 

inputted, instead the average will remove these errors. This way it smoothes out the 

response to make it very close to the Simulink simulation as shown in Figure 5-20 next 

page. 

 

Figure 5-19 HILS results without a filter 
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Figure 5-20 HILS results with a filter 
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CHAPTER   6 

Nonlinear control of the TRI-60 
When a system is highly nonlinear, linear controllers cannot guarantee stability for 

all input range (Vincent, Grantham, 1997). The stability of a linear controller is only 

guaranteed around a small deviation of the reference point where the system was 

linearized about. In this thesis the aircraft dynamics is highly nonlinear not only because 

of its rigid body dynamics, but also due to its nonlinear aerodynamic inputs; this can be 

recognized from the equations in Chapter 2. For this reason the aircraft cannot be 

controlled using only the LQR controller developed in the previous chapter, especially if 

we want the aircraft to fly at its full flight envelop. As we would see in this chapter LQR 

controller could not achieve flight stability when deviated too much from the reference 

point. This chapter talks about nonlinear control of our aircraft using Fuzzy Gain 

Scheduling (FGS). With a simple systematic procedure the fuzzy gain scheduler was able 

to achieve a stable response for the full flight enveloped. 

 

6.1 Methods of general nonlinear control 

The task of any kind of controller linear or non linear is divided in two basic 

categories, regulation and tracking (Slotine, Li, 1995). The difference between linear and 

non linear control design is that in linear control, the desired behavior of the closed loop 

system can be systematically specified in exact quantitative terms.  For example 

specifying rise time, settling time, and overshoot (Vincent, Grantham, 1997). Such 

systematic specifications of the desired behavior of non linear closed loop systems are not 

obvious at all because the response of a non linear system to one input vector doesn’t 

reflect its response to another. For that, specifying the desired behavior of a non linear 
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closed loop system employs some qualitative specifications of performance including 

stability, accuracy, response speed, and robustness. 

It is well known that there is no general method for the design of all classes of non 

linear controllers. Instead there are a collection of alternative design methods, each one 

being best applicable to a particular class of non linear control problems. The major 

existing methods for the design of non linear control systems are listed below. 

 

6.1.1 Feedback Linearization 

The idea of feedback linearization is to transform the nonlinear dynamics into a 

linear form by using state feedback, with input-state linearization corresponding to 

complete linearization, and input-output linearization to partial linearization. Input-output 

linearization means the generation of a linear differential relation between the output and 

a new input. By means of this the dynamics of the original nonlinear system is 

decomposed into external (input-output) part and internal (unobservable) part. Since the 

external part consists of a linear relation between the output and the new input, it is easy 

to design the input so that the output behaves as desired. The question then is whether the 

internal part will also behave well, i.e., whether the internal states will remain bounded. 

The answer to this question is provided by studying the so-called zero-dynamics of the 

internal part, which is the dynamics when the control input is such that the output is 

maintained at zero.  

Controller designs based on input-output linearization have a number of important 

limitations among which the most important one is that it cannot be used for all non linear 

systems and no robustness is guaranteed in the presence of parameter uncertainties, 

unmodeled dynamics, or external disturbances (Palm, Driankov, Hellendoorn, 1997). 

 

6.1.2 Robust Control 

In model based nonlinear control such as the feedback linearization method, the 

control law is designed based on nominal open loop model of the system under control. 
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Thus how the control system will behave in the presence of model uncertainties cannot be 

determined at this stage. In robust nonlinear control, the method for the design of the 

control law is based both on nominal model and some lower and upper bounds of the 

model uncertainties. Model uncertainties can be classified into two major types, 

parametric uncertainty and unmodeled dynamics. Unmodeled dynamics correspond to 

inaccuracies in the system’s order. 

A simple robust control method is the so-called sliding mode control. The method 

uses the concept of sliding surface which divides the state space into at least two semi-

surfaces and defines the distance to the sliding surface in terms of special functions that 

are called Lyapunov function. Then the control law is formulated such that the square 

distance to the sliding surface remains a Lyapuov-like function of the closed loop system. 

That is, the squared distance decreases along all system trajectories, which in turn make 

the system trajectories converge towards the sliding surface; once on it, they cannot leave 

it. This is achieved despite model uncertainties and disturbances, which is the main 

characteristics of robustness (Vincent, Grantham, 1997). 

 

6.1.3 Adaptive Control 

Many dynamics system have a known structure, but uncertain or slowly varying 

parameters. Adaptive control is an approach to the control of such systems. Adaptive 

controllers, whether designed for linear or nonlinear systems, are inherently nonlinear. 

We distinguish between direct and indirect adaptive control methods. Direct adaptive 

methods start with sufficient knowledge about the system structure and its parameters. 

Direct change of controller parameters optimizes the system’s behavior with respect to a 

given criterion. In contrast, the basic idea of indirect adaptive control methods is to 

estimate the uncertain parameters of the system under control on-line, and use the 

estimated parameters in the computation of the control law. Thus an indirect adaptive 

controller can be regarded as a controller with on-line parameter estimation. However, 

when adaptive control of nonlinear systems is concerned, most of the adaptive control 

methods can only be applied to SISO (Single Input Single Output) nonlinear system. 
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Since robust control methods are also used to deal with parameter uncertainty, 

adaptive control methods can be considered as an alternative and complimentary to robust 

control methods. Furthermore, an indirect adaptive controller requires little a priori 

information about the unknown parameters. A robust controller usually requires 

reasonable a priori estimates of the parameter bounds (Slotine, Li, 1995). 

 

6.1.4 Gain Scheduling 

Gain scheduling has been perhaps the most common systematic approach to 

control of strongly non-linear systems in practice. Even with the introduction of powerful 

control strategies such as model predictive control and feedback linearization, gain 

scheduling remains an attractive control strategy because of its simplicity and practical 

use. A typical gain scheduling design procedure for nonlinear autonomous system goes as 

follow. First, several operating points covering the range of the system dynamics are 

selected. Then at each one of these operating points a linear time invariant approximation 

of the original nonlinear system is constructed. Finally, a linear controller for each 

linearized system is designed. In between operating points, the linear controller 

parameters are then interpolated (or scheduled), thus resulting in a global linear controller 

called a gain scheduler (Palm, Driankov, Hellendoorn, 1997). 

Since the local linear controllers are based on linear time invariant approximations 

of the original nonlinear system, the design guaranties that at each local operating point, 

the closed loop system is locally stable with guaranteed robustness and has the desired 

performance. The more operating points we use, the better the performance of our 

controller. 

The main advantage of gain scheduling is that linear design methods are applied 

on the linearized system at the different operating points, and the whole power of linear 

control methods, in terms of performance measures, robust design, design intuitions, and 

computational tools, can be brought to bear on controller design for nonlinear systems 

(Reznik, Ghanayem, Bourmistrov, 1999). Other advantages include the fact that gain 

scheduler has the potential to respond rapidly to changing operating conditions, and that 

real-time computation can be achieved. 
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Perhaps the major difficulty in the design of a gain scheduler is the selection of 

the gain scheduling procedure, that is, the computation of the linear control laws at the 

intermediate operating points given local linear control laws for fixed operating points. 

Normally, the linear control laws for intermediate operating points are determined as 

linear interpolations of the local linear control laws for the fixed operating points. 

However, this has the effect that, in general, the eigenvalue locations of the closed loop 

system at intermediate operating points are incorrect. Other methods of interpolation need 

to be studied to guarantee the right locations of the eigenvalues. 

 

6.2 The Fuzzy Gain Scheduled Flight Control Design 

As seen in Chapter 2 the equations of motion for an aircraft are highly nonlinear 

and coupled, thus a nonlinear control method is needed in order to get a good robust 

controller for our aircraft. The design of the flight control laws is a nonlinear control 

problem due to the change in aircraft dynamics with flight condition. Gain scheduling is 

an attractive control strategy to deal with these nonlinearities because it has some 

engineering advantages such as simple design and tuning, and low computational 

complexity (Oosterom, Schram, Babuska, Verbruggen, 2000). The scheduler design 

problem consists of two tasks: first to select the scheduling variables, and second to find 

the operating points over the whole range of operation for the aircraft. The scheduling 

variables should capture the nonlinearities of the system to be controlled and it also 

should be slowly time-varying compared to the desired bandwidth of the closed-loop 

system. 

Consider the following example to show the need of gain scheduling for flight 

control design. This example shows a PID controller for the aircraft pitch angle theta. 

Matlab FDC (Flight Dynamics and Control) toolbox was used to simulate this controller. 

The aircraft nonlinear model used is the Beaver model and the controller setup is shown 

in Figure 6-1 next page. 
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Figure 6-1 Pitch PID controller on the Beaver aircraft model 

The controller was designed assuming reference airspeed of 55 m/s. the PID 

controller gains were Kq=-0.04, Ktheta=-0.3, Ki=0.5. A step command to the reference 

pitch angle was inputted initially from 0 to -0.5 rad and then back to zero. The response 

of this controller is shown below. 

 

 

Figure 6-2 Original response 
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Then the reference airspeed was change to150 m/s to see how the controller will 

respond to this change. As we can see from the graph below there is an unstable behavior 

when the aircraft pitch attitude moved to -0.5 rad. From this example we can see that the 

aircraft’s airspeed is an important variable that capture nonlinearities in the aircraft.  

 

 

Figure 6-3 Response after changing initial speed 

The last thing to show in this example is the response of the aircraft keeping the 

new airspeed but tuning the PID gains. The gains were changed to Kq=0.01,         

Ktheta=-0.05, Ki=0.7. This set of new gains was able to stabilize the aircraft and remove 

the unstable behavior, even though we have new reference airspeed. 
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Figure 6-4 Response after keeping the different speed but changing the gains. 

This example shows the need of gain scheduling for flight controllers. But as 

discussed previously we need an appropriate algorithm to schedule between the linear 

gains, which would be able to guarantee stability for the full flight envelop. Application 

of Fuzzy logic for gain scheduling in flight control demonstrate the feasibility and 

flexibility of the approach to provide adequate control performance across the flight 

envelope. 

 

6.2.1 Why Fuzzy Gain Scheduling? 

The weak part of conventional gain scheduling is that each linear controller is 

only effective in a small neighborhood of its corresponding grid point (flight condition). 

Therefore one needs to verify that the change from one controller to another is smooth 

enough and doesn’t cause instabilities. One way to solve this problem is by taking too 

many points in the grid to make sure there is always a value, so the transition between 

linear controllers would be smooth. But this procedure can be lengthy and it requires a lot 

of resources (King, Stathaki, 1999). 
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The other way is to take a reasonable number of flight conditions and interpolate 

between their control laws when needed. This procedure would guarantee the correct 

locations of the eigenvalues for intermediate operating points. There are different ways to 

perform the interpolation, the gains can be interpolated linearly or using a polynomial 

with a higher order. Polynomial fitting contains a lot of mathematical computations that 

would degrade the performance of the gain scheduler. This is why we want to introduce 

the Fuzzy Gain Scheduler where you can implement any nonlinear function with just 

modifications on the fuzzy rules and membership functions.  

Mamdani type fuzzy controller for gain scheduling is implemented since the 

68HCS12 fuzzy kernel is based on pure heuristic type fuzzy controller. This would make 

it easy for future implementation of this nonlinear controller on the TRI-60 avionics unit 

developed in Chapter 3. The fuzzy inference kernel for the CPU12 requires one-fifth as 

much code space and executes almost 50 times faster than a comparable kernel 

implemented on a typical midrange microcontroller. This makes the computation time of 

the fuzzy kernel much less than polynomial calculations. Polynomial fitting needs a lot of 

calculation and this is not feasible for real time applications. 

 

Figure 6-5 Block Diagram of the 68HCS12 Fuzzy Logic System 
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6.2.2 Developing the FGS for the TRI-60 aircraft 

It is decided to use the forward speed of the aircraft as the scheduling variable for 

the Fuzzy gain scheduler. Airspeed is the main state variable that will change 

significantly during flight. Other state variables, like the angle of attack, will be kept 

small enough not to cause significant nonlinear effects. A more complicated design would 

involve more than one input variable for the gain scheduler. 

The design of the Fuzzy Gain Scheduler started by the selection of the basic linear 

controller, which is used to control the aircraft around a specific flight condition. The 

basic linear controller used is the LQR state feedback controller developed in Chapter 5. 

The next step was to develop the linear model of the aircraft at different reference 

airspeeds. From the different linear models of the TRI-60 we have computed the control 

laws for each flight condition. For the altitude and speed controller developed previously 

in Chapter 5 we have 10 state feedback gains and 4 steady state error gains (Nbar). We 

had to find out how each gain respond to the change in the reference airspeed, these 

responses would be shown later in this section. The operating points are then selected 

based on information of the aircraft dynamics as a function of flight condition. The 

optimal number of operating points and their location are therefore determined based on 

changes of the aerodynamics over the flight envelope. Decomposition of the operating 

range is in fact a modeling problem.  

From the response of how the state feedback gains and the steady state error gain 

changes, a fuzzy interface was derived to approximate the same response of these gains. 

The fuzzy interface is shown in Figure 6-6. 
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Figure 6-6 Fuzzy supervisory LQR gain scheduling 

The membership functions for the input airspeed and the gains were chosen to be 

all triangular functions. Five membership functions were selected for each variable to 

show that even with low resolution of the fuzzy system we could still have impressive 

results. The input and outputs membership functions are shown in Figures 6-7, 6-8, 6-9, 

and 6-10. 
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Figure 6-7 Input uo membership functions 
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Figure 6-8 K_de output membership functions 
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Figure 6-9 K_dt output membership functions 
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Figure 6-10 Nbar output membership functions 
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With this amount of inputs and outputs and this amount of membership functions, 

we would have a huge number of possible rules. The total valid rules that can be 

programmed to this fuzzy interface is calculated to be 515 which is 30,517,578,125 

different rules. For the implementation of the behavior of our LQR gains only five rules 

were programmed for the fuzzy interface. We only needed five rules because each gain 

output has a direct relation with the input airspeed and it is independent from the other 

gains. So we only need to specify how the gain responds for a change in the input 

airspeed. You can approximate the behavior of any nonlinear function by modifying the 

fuzzy interface rules. The programmed rules are listed below: 

1. If (uo is mf1) then (Kude is mf5) (Kwde is mf5) (Kqde is mf5) (Kthetade is mf5) 

(Khde is mf5) (Kudt is mf5) (Kwdt is mf1) (Kqdt is mf1) (Kthetadt is mf1) (Khdt 

is mf5) (N11 is mf5) (N12 is mf5) (N21 is mf1) (N22 is mf5). 

2. If (uo is mf2) then (Kude is mf5) (Kwde is mf2) (Kqde is mf3) (Kthetade is mf4) 

(Khde is mf3) (Kudt is mf4) (Kwdt is mf4) (Kqdt is mf4) (Kthetadt is mf3) (Khdt 

is mf4) (N11 is mf4) (N12 is mf3) (N21 is mf2) (N22 is mf4). 

3. If (uo is mf3) then (Kude is mf3) (Kwde is mf2) (Kqde is mf2) (Kthetade is mf3) 

(Khde is mf2) (Kudt is mf3) (Kwdt is mf5) (Kqdt is mf5) (Kthetadt is mf4) (Khdt 

is mf3) (N11 is mf3) (N12 is mf2) (N21 is mf3) (N22 is mf3). 

4. If (uo is mf4) then (Kude is mf2) (Kwde is mf1) (Kqde is mf1) (Kthetade is mf2) 

(Khde is mf1) (Kudt is mf2) (Kwdt is mf5) (Kqdt is mf5) (Kthetadt is mf5) (Khdt 

is mf2) (N11 is mf2) (N12 is mf2) (N21 is mf4) (N22 is mf2). 

5. If (uo is mf5) then (Kude is mf1) (Kwde is mf1) (Kqde is mf1) (Kthetade is mf1) 

(Khde is mf1) (Kudt is mf1) (Kwdt is mf1) (Kqdt is mf5) (Kthetadt is mf5) (Khdt 

is mf5) (N11 is mf1) (N12 is mf1) (N21 is mf5) (N22 is mf1). 

The fuzzy interface was able to approximate the behavior of each gain in the LQR 

controller. The following graphs shows how each gain respond to the change in the 

reference airspeed and it also show the fuzzy approximation of the behavior of these 

gains. The gain estimation would be improved dramatically if more membership 

functions were added. 
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Figure 6-11 Change of Kude to the change in uo and its Fuzzy approximation 
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Figure 6-12 Change of Kwde to the change in uo and its Fuzzy approximation 
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Figure 6-13 Change of Kqde to the change in uo and its Fuzzy approximation 
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Figure 6-14 Change of Kthetade to the change in uo and its Fuzzy approximation 
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Figure 6-15 Change of Khde to the change in uo and its Fuzzy approximation 
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Figure 6-16 Change of KudT to the change in uo and its Fuzzy approximation 
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Figure 6-17 Change of KwdT to the change in uo and its Fuzzy approximation 
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Figure 6-18 Change of KqdT to the change in uo and its Fuzzy approximation 
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Figure 6-19 Change of KthetadT to the change in uo and its Fuzzy approximation 
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Figure 6-20 Change of KhdT to the change in uo and its Fuzzy approximation 
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Figure 6-21 Change of Nbar11 to the change in uo and its Fuzzy approximation 
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Figure 6-22 Change of Nbar12 to the change in uo and its Fuzzy approximation 
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Figure 6-23 Change of Nbar21 to the change in uo and its Fuzzy approximation 
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Figure 6-24 Change of Nbar22 to the change in uo and its Fuzzy approximation 
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6.2.3 Fuzzy gain scheduling results 

The above fuzzy interfaces were integrated with the LQR controller developed 

previously and it was simulated on the nonlinear model of the TRI-60. The fuzzy 

interfaces were used to schedule the LQR gains using the airspeed as an input to the fuzzy 

system as shown in Figure 6-25 below. 

 

Figure 6-25 Fuzzy gain scheduler configuration 

To test the performance of this fuzzy gain scheduler, it was compared to an LQR 

controller that was developed at airspeed of 12 m/s which is about midrange airspeed.  

This linear controller was also implemented on the nonlinear model of the TRI-60 aircraft 

as shown in Figure 6-26. 
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Figure 6-26 LQR controller on the TRI-60 nonlinear model 

The simulation gives an altitude command to the system and the aircraft should 

track it. In the simulation the aircraft start with an altitude of 100m and then a 40m 

increase in altitude is commanded to the aircraft. The LQR controller was able to stabilize 

the aircraft when the deviation between the actual airspeed and the reference airspeed is 

small. 
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Figure 6-27 LQR altitude controller applied on the TRI-60 nonlinear model 
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Figure 6-28 LQR input commands for a stable response  

This was not the case when the actual airspeed of the aircraft was far from the 

reference point where the LQR controller was designed about. The simulation below 
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shows the response of the LQR altitude controller when the airspeed was 27 m/s where 

originally it was designed for an airspeeds of 12 m/s.  
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Figure 6-29 Instability of the LQR altitude controller 
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Figure 6-30 LQR input commands for a unstable response 

The aircraft was not able to track the reference altitude. It tried to pull-up to the 

required altitude but then it stalled as shown in the animation. After the stalling the 

aircraft entered a limit cycle where it started oscillating around itself continuously. This 

simulation proves that pure linear controllers cannot stabilize nonlinear systems. 

 

In the other hand the same flight conditions were inputted to the Fuzzy gain 

scheduler. The response of the Fuzzy interface developed earlier was simulated and it was 

able to stabilize the aircraft where the LQR controller was not able to control it. 
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Figure 6-31 Fuzzy Gain Scheduling response on the TRI-60 aircraft 
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Figure 6-32 FGS input commands  
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The fuzzy gain scheduler was able to drive the aircraft nonlinear system to 

stability. The only disadvantage in this method is the steady state error due to the 

approximation of the LQR gains using the fuzzy system. The solution for this problem 

can be achieved by increasing the fuzzy system resolution. With more than five 

membership functions the gain estimation would be improved, thus this means lower 

steady state error.   
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CHAPTER   7 

Conclusion and future work 
This chapter will summarize the contributions accomplished in this thesis. It 

would also specify the other contributions done to achieve the main objectives. This 

chapter will also present the future work that will be done on the TRI-60 UAV. 

 

7.1 Summary of contributions 

7.1.1 Low cost commercial off the shelf avionics unit 

The main contribution that was accomplished in this thesis was the development 

of a low cost avionics unit using Commercial Off The Shelf components. This avionics 

unit included a variety of sensors that are needed to develop a complete autopilot system. 

The avionics unit implemented is developed from basic electronics components, thus the 

price of the whole system is lower than if using already made sensor modules. This 

enabled us to keep the price of this system to below $1000. The avionics unit uses two 

microcontrollers and distributed the tasks between them. This is also helpful in future 

development of this avionics unit where this configuration will allow for using advance 

control algorithms or even high level control like mission and guidance control.  

 

7.1.2 Nonlinear control using Fuzzy Gain Scheduling 

A nonlinear control algorithm was designed and simulated on the TRI-60 aircraft. 

This algorithm uses Fuzzy Gain Scheduling for the LQR controller. This nonlinear 

control method is implemented to adapt to the high nonlinearities of our system. Fuzzy 

gain scheduling was used to switch between different linear LQR controllers depending 

on the current airspeed. The nonlinear controller was able to keep the aircraft stable over 
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the full flight envelop. This nonlinear controller was tailored for the Digital Flight Control 

System designed in the previous contribution. It takes in consideration the microcontroller 

architecture and its features.  

 

7.2 Other contributions 

In pursuing the above objectives some other research contributions have been 

realized. 

7.2.1 System identification and aircraft nonlinear modeling 

To build the aircraft nonlinear model some coefficients need to be calculated. 

Aircraft stability coefficients were estimated using the measurements of the aircraft 

geometry. Part of the aircraft identification process required the identification of several 

aircraft subsystems like the engine and servo motors. Calibration and development of 

Signal Conditioning Circuits for the avionics unit sensors was needed to feed the 

controller with the right aircraft states. 

 

7.2.2 Hardware in the loop simulation for Altitude LQR controller 

To test the performance of the avionics unit developed, a Hardware In the Loop 

Simulation was preformed on the aircraft linear model. This simulation tested the altitude 

and speed LQR controller that was designed for the TRI-60 aircraft. The simulation 

results matched simulation on Simulink; it is not just the sampling time that is needed to 

worry about but also the quantization error from the analog to digital converter. To 

decrease the effect of the quantization error we had to filter the readings by averaging 

them. The use of this software filter enhanced the aircraft response.  
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7.3 Future work 

7.3.1 Ground station development 

As discussed earlier the ground station developed in this thesis is a simple menu 

based ground station. A GUI based software for the ground station is being developed for 

the purpose of advance monitoring and mission control. The GUI would include gauges 

to monitor speed, altitude, and aircraft attitudes. It would also include a map to show the 

position of the aircraft in the nearby area. Finally the GUI would also include an area to 

upload commands directly to the aircraft. 

 

7.3.2 Fuzzy Gain scheduling implementation on the DFCS 

The FGS nonlinear control algorithm can be programmed and tested on the DFCS. 

The HCS12 microcontroller has a built in fuzzy kernel that enable the use of fuzzy 

controllers on a small scale microcontrollers. The fuzzy interface can be programmed 

using assembly commands like MEM, REV, and WAV. These built in functions are used 

to define membership functions, rule evaluation, and defuzzification. Another way to 

program the fuzzy interface is by using a software package like the Fuzzytech which 

generates the C code for the fuzzy interface designed. 
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APPENDIX A: Aircraft subsystems 

Power plant (Batteries and Engine)  

The aircraft has two main power sources, electric and gasoline. The main engine 

runs on gasoline and the servo motors which are attached to the aerodynamic control 

surfaces run on electric power.  

Engine  

The aircraft thrust force comes from a 33 cm propeller mounted on a gasoline 

engine. The engine shown in the Figure below is a 0.912 cubic inch (15.0cc) with a 

maximum power of 2.8 horsepower. The .91 FX is a two stroke engine from O.S., which 

starts by hand cranking. It is designed for sport, but engineered for excellence. The .91 

FX neatly bridges the power gap between .60-size glow engines and gas engines, by 

offering the easy familiarity of glow technology combined with the added power that 

today's large-scale modelers demand. 

O.S. 91 FX SPECIFICATIONS  

Displacement: 0.912 cu in (15.0cc) 
Bore: 1.091 in (27.7mm) 
Stroke: 0.976 in (24.8mm) 
Practical RPM: 2,000-16,000 
Output: 2.8 hp @ 15,000 rpm 
Weight: 19.3 oz (550g)  
Recommended Propellers: 13x8-9 

Figure A-1 Aircraft gasoline engine 

The engine is directly mounted to the fuselage front using four tensioning bolts 

along the crankshaft axis. The modeling of this engine was discussed in details in Chapter 

4. 

 

Electric power 

Electric power is used to power up the DFCS and the servo motors actuators. The 

electric power is separated into three main batteries. Each battery supplies power to a 
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specific component in the aircraft. This separation of power is to decrease the chance of 

having an electric power failure in the system. This failure made us crash one of the lab’s 

aircrafts, it was a total loss. Using this configuration the aircraft would have a separate 

battery for the avionics unit, a separate battery for the RF transceiver, and a separate 

battery for both the servo motors and the RC receiver. The RF transceiver was put to a 

separate battery due to its current drain, sometimes it drains up to 1 A.    

 

Figure A-2 Batteries location 

The avionics unit battery is a NiMH 1500mAh 8 V battery. This battery is 

connected to a voltage regulator to get a 5 V output that powers up all the electronic 

components in the avionics unit. The second battery is a NiMH 600mAh 4.8 V battery 

that powers up the servo motors and the RC receiver. The third battery is a socket that 

house two AA batteries to power up the RF transceiver. This battery has to be always 

checked and replaced if they become low not like the other two which are rechargeable. 

Each battery has a switch to turn the specific system on and off. 

As shown in the previous figure all the batteries are placed around the center of 

gravity of the aircraft since they are usually heavy and we don’t want them to induce any 

kind of moment on the aircraft.  

 

Batteries 
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Servos and manual control  

Originally the RC aircraft is remotely controlled using a transmitter which 

communicates through RF with the receiver installed inside the aircraft. The servo motors 

are directly connected to the receiver.    

Servo DC motors 

 Servos, like the one shown in the figure below, are widely used in hobby 

vehicles. HI-tec HS-5625MG digital servos are installed on the TRI-60 aircraft. These 

servos have a built in controller which control their position. The position of a servo is 

controlled by a square PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) signal. Depending on the duty 

cycle we get the desired position, for example 50% duty cycle move the motor to its 

central position. All of the moving parts of the airframe; the aerodynamic control surfaces 

(elevator, ailerons, rudder, and throttle) are attached to theses servos by a metal linkage. 

 

HS-5625MG SPECIFICATIONS  

Control system: +pulse width control  
Operating voltage range: 4.8v to 6.0v 
Operating speed: 0.17sec/60 at no load 
Stall torque: 7.9kg.cm(109.70oz.in) 
Operating angle: 45 /one side pulse traveling 
Direction: clock wise/pulse traveling 
Running current: 400mA 
Dimensions: 40.6x19.8x37.8mm 
Weight: 60g 

Figure A-3 Electric servo motor 

The servos are mounted inside the fuselage except for the ailerons servo which is 

mounted on the wing. The modeling of the servo motors was discussed in details in 

Chapter 4.  
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 Figure A-4 Servos location 
 

RC transmitter receiver  

The aircraft comes originally with manual controls through RC transmitter 

receiver. They communicate through different frequency channels that are very close to 

each other. Each channel controls one of the servo motors independently. 

RC Transmitter 

The RC transmitter is composed of two rods that moves in two axes, horizontal 

and vertical. The left vertical motion controls the aircraft throttle, the left horizontal 

motion controls the rudder, the right vertical motion controls the elevator, and the right 

horizontal motion controls the ailerons. Sometimes there are switches on the side to 

control other accessories like the landing gears.  

The RC transmitter used is the Futuba SkySport 6VH, it is designed for RC 

helicopters but it is very good at precise maneuvers. It offers fliers a wide array of 

advanced, easy-to-use mixing functions. This RC transmitter is available on 50 & 72 

MHz. 

Servo 
motors 
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Figure A-5 SkySport RC transmitter 
 

RC Receiver 

The RC receiver takes the RF signal from the transmitter, demodulates it, and then 

decode the signal to drive a certain servo. In manual control all servos are connected to 

the RC receiver at a specific channel. The RC receiver used in our aircraft is the Futuba 

FP-R127DF. It features Dual-conversion that filters signals twice for maximum clarity. It 

has five channels, four channels are used for the manual control of the aircraft and the 

fifth channel is used as a control signal to switch between autopilot and manual control.   

 

FUTUBA RC RECEIVER SPECIFICATIONS 

 
Frequencies: 72MHz (Lo/Hi Band) 
Intermediate Frequencies: 10.7MHz, 455KHz 
Power Requirement: 4.8V-6.0V 
Current Drain: 13mA 
Dimensions: 63.5 x 35 x 22mm 
Weight: 1.75 oz (50g) 

Figure A-6 Futuba RC receiver 
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APPENDIX B: HILS Components 
dSPACE Data acquisition unit 
 

 

  

Figure B-1 dSPACE DSP card and terminal box 

The DS1104 R&D (“R&D“ stands for research & development) Controller Board 

is a piece of hardware that upgrades your PC to a powerful development system for rapid 

control prototyping. The real-time hardware based on PowerPC technology and its set of 

I/O interfaces makes the board an ideal solution for developing controllers in various 

industrial fields. The DS1104 R&D Controller Board is impressive proof that power does 

not necessarily have to be expensive. The DS1104 is available at a reasonable price, 

making it the perfect development system for industry and equally for universities. 

Yet it still gives you all the benefits of a dSPACE Prototyper system: full 

graphical configuration, programming in Simulink/Stateflow from The MathWorks and 

experiment control with state-of-the-art software tools. The board can be installed in 

virtually any PC with a free PCI slot. 

Below some technical details about dSPACE is listed to show the power of this hardware.
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Technical Details: 

Main Processor 

• MPC8240, PowerPC 603e core, 250 MHz. 
• 32 kB internal cache. 

Timers 

• 1 sample rate timer, 32-bit down counter. 
• 4 general purpose timers, 32 bit. 
• 64-bit time base for time measurement. 

Memory 

• 32 MB synchronous DRAM (SDRAM). 
• 8 MB boot flash for applications. 

Interrupt Control Unit 

• Interrupts by timers, serial interface, slave DSP, incremental encoders, ADC, host 
PC and 4 external inputs. 

• PWM synchronous interrupt. 

Analog Input 

• 4 ADC inputs with one ADC unit, 16 bit, multiplexed. 
• ± 10 V input voltage range. 
• 2 µs sampling time. 
• > 80 dB signal-to-noise ratio. 
• 4 ADC channels, 12 bit. 
• ± 10 V input voltage range. 
• 800 ns sampling time. 
• > 65 dB signal-to-noise ratio. 

Analog Output 

• 8 channels, 16 bit, 10 µs max settling time. 
• ± 10 V output voltage range. 

Incremental Encoder Interface 

• Two digital inputs, TTL or RS422. 
• 24-bit digital incremental encoders. 
• Max. 1.65 MHz input frequency, i.e. fourfold pulse counts up to 6.6 MHz. 
• 5 V / 0.5 A sensor supply voltage. 

Digital I/O 

• 20-bit digital I/O (bit-selectable direction). 
• ± 5 mA output current. 
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Serial Interface 

• Serial UART (RS232, RS485 or RS422). 

Slave DSP Subsystem 

• Texas Instruments’ DSP TMS320F240. 
• 4 kWord of dual-port RAM. 
• Three-phase PWM outputs plus 4 single PWM outputs. 
• Frequency measurement (F/D) and generation (D/F), 4 channels each. 
• 14 bits of digital I/O (TTL). 

 

Physical Characteristics 

• Power supply 5 V, 2.5 A / -12 V, 0.2 A / 12 V, 0.3 A. 
• Operating temperature 0 to 55 °C (32 to 131 °F). 
• Requires one 33 MHz / 32-bit 5-V PCI slot. 
• The I/O connector can be linked to two 50-pin, female Sub-D connectors using the 

adapter cable supplied. 
 

 

 Figure B-2 dSPACE block diagram 
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Motorola MC9S12DP256 Microcontroller 

 

Figure B-3 Motorola MC9S12DP256 Microcontroller 

The HCS12 16-bit family of microcontrollers is the next generation of the highly 

successful 68HC12 architecture. Utilizing Motorola’s industry-leading, third-generation 

0.25µ FLASH, the DP256 is part of a pin-compatible family that is planned to scale from 

32 Kbytes to 512 Kbytes of FLASH memory along with a wide variety of integrated 

peripherals. The DP256 provides an upward migration path from Motorola’s 68HC08, 

68HC11 and 68HC12 architectures for applications that need larger memory, more 

peripherals and higher performance. Also, with the increasing number of CAN-based 

Enhanced Capture Units, its multiple network modules support this environment by 

enabling highly efficient communications between different network buses. Consider 

these advantages of the HCS12 central processor unit (CPU): 

• Fully upward compatible with the popular 8-bit 68HC11 for easy migration. 

• Extremely compact code optimized for C. 

• High performance with up to 40 nsec minimum instruction cycle time. 

• Flexible addressing modes including multibyte automatic post-increment or 

decrement for efficient pointer manipulation and looping control. 

•  On-chip background debug module allows expensive emulators to be replaced by 

low-cost serial real-time emulation and debug. 
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Figure B-4 HCS12 Block diagram 
 

Features of MC9S12DP256 Microcontroller 

There are a lot of features that makes this microcontroller suitable for our 

application. It is not just the low cost of this microcontroller, but the computing power 

and the extra peripherals that are integrated in one single ship. Consider the following 

feature list: 

1. High-performance 16-bit HCS12 CPU core: 25 MHz bus operation. 

2. On-Chip debug interface: Dedicated serial debug interface. 

3. Network modules: Five msCAN Modules implementing the CAN 2.0 A/B 

protocol. 

4. Integrated third-generation flash memory: In-application re-programmable. 

5. 4 Kbytes integrated EEPROM: Flexible protection scheme for protection against 

accidental program or erase.CS12 CPU 

6. 10-bit analog-to-digital converter: Two 8-channel A/D converters. 

7. Clock generation module with PLL: Real-time interrupt. 

8. Enhanced capture timer: 8-channel 16-bit with input capture, output compare and 

pulse accumulator. 

9. 8-bit or 16-bit pulse-wide modulation: 8-channel 8-bit or 4-channel 16-bit PWM. 
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10. Two serial communication interfaces: Asynchronous communication between the 

MCU and a terminal, computer or a network of microcontrollers. 

11. Three serial peripheral interfaces: High-speed synchronous communication 

between multiple MCUs or between MCU and serial peripherals. 

12. INTER IC BUS (I2C): Provides a simple, efficient method of data exchange 

between devices. 

13. Up to 91 input/output (I/O) lines: Programmable pull-ups / pull-downs. 

Optimized fuzzy logic controller kernel implemented in the hardware level to get fast 
results. 
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APPENDIX C: UAV Pictures and Simulink Blocks 

 

Figure C-1 TRI-60 aircraft 

 

Figure C-2 Modified wing 
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Figure C-3 Avionics unit PCB design 
 

 

Figure C-4 Avionics unit mounted on the aircraft 
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Figure C-5 GPS Antenna position 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure C-6 PCB layout for the ADXR150 

GPS 
Antenna 
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Figure C-7 ADXR150EB locations 
 

 

Figure C-8 Ground station 
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Figure C-9 Manual override circuit 

 

 

Figure C-10 Center of Gravity location 
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Figure C-11 Infrared RPM sensor location 
 

 

 

Figure C-12 Load cell and the experiment frame 
 

Reflective sticker
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Figure C-13 Aircraft nonlinear model Simulink block diagram 

 

Figure C-14 Fuzzy gain scheduler Simulink configuration 
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Figure C-15 LQR controller on the TRI-60 nonlinear Simulink model 
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APPENDIX D: TRI-60 Stability coefficient 
approximation and FGS on Matlab 
clc; 
close all; 
%%% AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION SCRIPT %%% 
%%% TTI-60 RC airplane - %%% 
 
% Clear workspace 
clear all; 
 
% Name of the MAT-file that will be generated 
cfgmatfile = 'tricfg'; 
 
%%% AERODYNAMICS %%% 
% Aerodynamic force application point (usually the aerodynamic center) 
%[x y z] 
rAC = [0 0 0]; % m 
 
%%% Aerodynamic parameter bounds %%% 
% Airspeed bounds 
VaBnd = [5 30]; % m/s 
% Sideslip angle bounds 
BetaBnd = [-0.5 0.5]; % rad 
% Angle of attack bounds 
AlphaBnd = [-0.1 0.5]; % rad 
 
%%% Aerodynamic reference parameters %%% 
% Mean aerodynamic chord 
MAC = 0.34; % m 
% Wind span 
b = 1.825; % m 
% Wing area 
S = 1.825*0.34; % m^2 
% Wing Aspect ratio 
AR = (b^2)/S; 
% Oswald's coefficient 
osw = 0.8; 
% Dihedral angle %degree 
Gamma = 6; 
% Taper ratio 
Lembda = 1; 
% Ailerons surface area % m^2 
Sa = 2*0.0325*0.81; 
% Ailerons around area % m^2 
Aa = 2*0.81*MAC; 
% Distance between the wing and fuselage center line % m 
Zw = 0.1; 
% Fuselage depth % m 
d = 0.12; 
% Distance between wing leading edge and CG %m 
Xcg = 0.07; 
% Distance between wing leading edge and AC %m 
Xac = MAC/4; 
% flaps effectiveness for the Ailerons 
Ta0 = Sa/S;% read this then go to Nelson p.64 to get Ta 
Ta = 0.205; 
% span wise distance from centerline to inboard edge of the aileron 
control 
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% %m 
y1 = 0.08; 
% Empirical factor for Cnda 
KCoef1 = y1/(b/2);% read this then go to Nelson p.122 to get K 
KCoef =-0.2; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Tail%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Tail wing span % m 
bt = 0.69; 
% Tail mean aerodynamic chord % m 
ct = (0.225+0.185)/2; 
% Tail area % m^2 
St =ct*bt; 
% Tail Aspect ratio 
ARt = (bt^2)/St; 
% Eta between wing and tail 
Etat = 1; 
% Elevator surface area % m^2 
Se = 0.045*0.665; 
% flaps effectiveness for the elevator 
Te0 = Se/St;% read this then go to Nelson p.64 to get Te 
Te = 0.4; 
% Distance between CG and tail % m 
lt = 0.82; 
% Tail volume ratio 
VH = (lt*St)/(S*MAC); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Vertical tail%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Vertical tail wing span % m 
bv = 0.23; 
% Vertical tail mean aerodynamic chord % m 
cv = (0.115+0.26)/2; 
% Vertical tail area % m^2 
Sv = cv*bv; 
% Vertical tail Aspect ratio 
ARv = (bv^2)/Sv; 
% Eta between wing and Vertical tail 
Etav = 1; 
% Rudder surface area % m^2 
Sr = 0.23*0.05; 
% flaps effectiveness for the rudder 
Tr0 = Sr/Sv;% read this then go to Nelson p.64 to get Tr 
Tr = 0.5; 
% Distance between the vertical tail and fuselage center line % m 
Zv = 0.09; 
% Distance between CG and vertical tail % m 
lv = 0.84; 
% Vertical tail volume ratio 
Vv = (lv*Sv)/(S*MAC); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% ALL aerodynamics derivatives are per radian: 
%%% Lift coefficient %%% 
% Zero-alpha lift 
CL0 = 0.41; 
% alpha derivative 
CLa = (2*pi)/(1+(2*pi/(pi*osw*AR))); 
% alpha derivative for the tail 
CLat = (2*pi)/(1+(2*pi/(pi*osw*ARt))); 
% alpha derivative for the vertical tail 
CLav = (2*pi)/(1+(2*pi/(pi*osw*ARv))); 
% Lift control (flap) derivative 
CLdf = 0; 
% Pitch control (elevator) derivative 
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CLde = (St/S)*Etat*Te*CLat; 
% alpha-dot derivative 
CLalphadot = 0; 
% Pitch rate derivative 
CLq = CLat*(St/S)*lt;% this has to be divided by the airspeed 
% Mach number derivative 
CLM = 0; 
% change of downwash with alpha 
dE = 2*CLa/(pi*osw*AR); 
 
%%% Drag coefficient %%% 
% Lift at minimum drag 
CLmind = 0.3; 
% Minimum drag 
CDmin = 0.05; 
% change of drag coefficient with angle of attack 
CDa=2*CL0*CLa/(pi*osw*AR);   
% Lift control (flap) derivative 
CDdf = 0; 
% Pitch control (elevator) derivative 
CDde = 0; 
% Roll control (aileron) derivative 
CDda = 0; 
% Yaw control (rudder) derivative 
CDdr = 0; 
% Mach number derivative 
CDM = 0; 
 
%%% Side force coefficient %%% 
% Sideslip derivative 
CYbeta = -1*(Sv/S)*CLav*(0.724+(Sv/S)+(0.4*Zw/d)+0.009*AR); 
% Roll control derivative 
CYda = 0; 
% Yaw control derivative 
CYdr = (Sv/S)*CLav*Tr; 
% Roll rate derivative 
CYp = 0; 
% Yaw rate derivative 
CYr = 0; 
 
%%% Pitch moment coefficient %%% 
% Zero-alpha pitch 
Cm0 = 0; 
% alpha derivative 
Cma = CLa*(Xcg-Xac)/MAC-Etat*VH*CLat*(1-dE); 
% Lift control derivative 
Cmdf = 0; 
% Pitch control derivative 
Cmde = -1*VH*Etat*CLat*Te; 
% alpha_dot derivative 
Cmalphadot = -2*Etat*CLat*VH*(lt/MAC)*dE; 
% Pitch rate derivative 
Cmq = -2*Etat*CLat*VH*(lt/MAC); 
% Mach number derivative 
CmM = 0; 
 
%%% Roll moment coefficient %%% 
% Sideslip derivative 
Clbeta = -0.00021*Gamma+(-0.0002*pi/180); 
% Roll control derivative 
Clda = 2*CLa*Ta*Aa/(S*b); 
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% Yaw control derivative 
Cldr = (Sv/S)*(Zv/b)*Tr*CLav; 
% Roll rate derivative 
Clp = -1*(CLa/12)*(1+3*Lembda/1+Lembda); 
% Yaw rate derivative 
Clr = -2*(lv/b)*(Zv/b)*CYbeta; 
 
%%% Yaw moment coefficient %%% 
% Sideslip derivative 
Cnbeta = Vv*CLav*(0.724+(Sv/S)+(0.4*Zw/d)+0.009*AR); 
% Roll control derivative 
Cnda = 2*KCoef*CL0*Clda; 
% Yaw control derivative 
Cndr = -Vv*Etav*Tr*CLav; 
% Roll rate derivative 
Cnp = -1*CLa/8;%this has to be multiplied by the AOA 
% Yaw rate derivative 
Cnr = -2*Etav*Vv*(lv/b)*CLav; 
 
 
%%% PROPELLER %%% 
%Propulsion force application point (usually propeller hub) [x y z] 
rHub = [0.385 0 0]; % m 
% Propeller radius 
Rprop = 0.33/2; % m 
prop_num=[0.001047 0.01515 0.05073 0.07264 0.08767]; 
prop_den=[1 5.965 23.74 53.24 52.51 25.18]; 
 
 
%%% ENGINE %%% 
engine_num=[0 279 49.82]; 
engine_den=[1 1.597 0.1922]; 
 
 
%%% INERTIA %%% 
% Aircraft mass %kg 
m = 3.746; 
% CG location [x y z] %m 
CG = [-0.04*MAC 0 -0.08]; 
% Moments of inertia [Jx Jy Jz Jxz] % kg*m^2 
J = [0.19969 0.24086 0.396 0.00132]; 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
 
roh=1.225;     %Air density 
CDu=0;   %the change of the drag Co. with forward speed 
uo=mean(VaBnd);          % reference forward speed 
ho=100;                  % reference Altitude 
Theta1=0;               % reference theta 
Theta0=Theta1*pi/180;    % reference theta in radians 
wo=0;                    % reference downward speed 
qo=0;                    % reference pitch rate 
xinc=[uo wo qo Theta0 ho];% reference states 
q=.5*roh*uo.^2;      %dynamic pressure. 
 
uo=VaBnd(1):1:VaBnd(2); 
for i=1:1:length(uo) 
 
q=.5*roh*uo(i)^2;      %dynamic pressure. 
Xu=-(CDu+2*CDmin)*q*S/(m*uo(i));  %change of x due to the change of u 
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Xw=-(CDa-CL0)*q*S/(m*uo(i)); %change of x due to the change of w 
Zu=-(2*CL0+CDu)*q*S/(m*uo(i)); %change of z due to the change of u 
Czq=-2*Etat*CLat*VH;    %the change z force Co. with change of 
pitching rate 
Zq=-Czq*(MAC/(2*uo(i)))*q*S/m;  %change of z due to the change 
of q 
Zw=-(CLa+CDmin)*q*S/(m*uo(i)); %change of z due to the change of w 
Cmu=0;    %change of pitching moment Co. with forward speed 
depends on M 
Mu=Cmu*q*S/(uo(i)*J(2));   %change of pitching moment due to u 
Mw=Cma*q*S*MAC/(uo(i)*J(2));     %change of pitching moment due to w 
Malfa=uo(i)*Mw;     %change of pitching moment due to 
alpha. 
Mq=Cmq*(MAC/(2*uo(i)))*q*S*MAC/J(2);  %change of pitching moment due 
to q (pitching rate) 
Xw=-(CDa-CL0)*q*S/(m*uo(i));     %change of x force due to change of 
w 
Czalfadot=-2*Etat*CLa*VH*dE; %the change of z force Co. with pitching 
rate  
Zwdot=-Czalfadot*(MAC/(2*uo(i)))*q*S/(uo(i)*m); %change of z force due 
to change of rate of w 
Zalfadot=uo(i)*Zwdot;  %change of z force due to change of alpha rate 
Zelv=-CLde*q*S/m;     %change of z due to the change of 
elevator input 
Mwdot=Cmalphadot*(MAC/(2*uo(i)))*q*S*MAC/(uo(i)*J(2)); 
Malfadot=uo(i)*Mwdot; 
Melv=Cmde*q*S*MAC/J(2); 
Xelv=0;%letting only the throttle control the speed x 
XThr=51.5;%the amount of force that the engine gives per radian of 
throttle command 
ZThr=0;%letting only the elevator control the speed z 
MThr=0; 
 
 
A=[Xu                   Xw              0               -9.81       0; 
   Zu                   Zw              uo(i)               0       0; 
 (Mu+(Mwdot*Zu)) (Mw+(Mwdot*Zw)) Mq+(Mwdot*uo(i))           0       0; 
   0                    0               1                   0       0; 
   0                    -1              0                   uo(i)   0]; 
 
 
 
B=[Xelv                        XThr; 
   Zelv                         ZThr; 
  (Melv+(Mwdot*Zelv))      Mwdot*ZThr+MThr; 
  0                             0 
  0                             0]  ; 
 
C=[1 0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0 1]; 
CC=eye(5); 
 
D=[0 0; 0 0;0 0;0 0;0 0]; 
 
 
Q=[1 0 0 0 0;0 1 0 0 0;0 0 1 0 0;0 0 0 1 0;0 0 0 0 1/16]; 
R=[1 0;0 100]; 
K(:,:,i)=LQR(A,B,Q,R); 
 
temp=K(1,1,i); 
Kude(i)=temp; 
temp=K(1,2,i); 
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Kwde(i)=temp; 
temp=K(1,3,i); 
Kqde(i)=temp; 
temp=K(1,4,i); 
Kthetade(i)=temp; 
temp=K(1,5,i); 
Khde(i)=temp; 
temp=K(2,1,i); 
KudT(i)=temp; 
temp=K(2,2,i); 
KwdT(i)=temp; 
temp=K(2,3,i); 
KqdT(i)=temp; 
temp=K(2,4,i); 
KthetadT(i)=temp; 
temp=K(2,5,i); 
KhdT(i)=temp; 
 
 
Nbar(:,:,i)=inv(C*inv(-A+B*K(:,:,i))*B); 
temp=Nbar(1,1,i); 
N11(i)=temp; 
temp=Nbar(1,2,i); 
N12(i)=temp; 
temp=Nbar(2,1,i); 
N21(i)=temp; 
temp=Nbar(2,2,i); 
N22(i)=temp; 
end 
 
 
 
% Save workspace variables to MAT file 
save(cfgmatfile); 
 
% Output a message to the screen 
fprintf(strcat('\n Aircraft configuration saved as:\t', 
strcat(cfgmatfile),'.mat')); 
fprintf('\n'); 
 
FGSde=readfis('FGSde.fis'); 
FGSdT=readfis('FGSdT.fis'); 
FGSNbar=readfis('FGSNbar.fis'); 
open('LQRcontrolgoodGS_no_anim3.mdl'); 
 
%plotting membership functions 
plotmf(FGSde,'input',1); 
 
figure; 
subplot(3,2,1); 
plotmf(FGSde,'output',1); 
subplot(3,2,2); 
plotmf(FGSde,'output',2); 
subplot(3,2,3); 
plotmf(FGSde,'output',3); 
subplot(3,2,4); 
plotmf(FGSde,'output',4); 
subplot(3,2,5); 
plotmf(FGSde,'output',5); 
 
figure; 
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subplot(3,2,1); 
plotmf(FGSdT,'output',1); 
subplot(3,2,2); 
plotmf(FGSdT,'output',2); 
subplot(3,2,3); 
plotmf(FGSdT,'output',3); 
subplot(3,2,4); 
plotmf(FGSdT,'output',4); 
subplot(3,2,5); 
plotmf(FGSdT,'output',5); 
 
figure; 
subplot(2,2,1); 
plotmf(FGSNbar,'output',1); 
subplot(2,2,2); 
plotmf(FGSNbar,'output',2); 
subplot(2,2,3); 
plotmf(FGSNbar,'output',3); 
subplot(2,2,4); 
plotmf(FGSNbar,'output',4); 
 
 plot(uo,Kude); 
 title('Change of Ku_d_e to the change in Reference Airspeed'); 
 xlabel('Reference Airspeed [m/s]'); 
 ylabel('Gain'); 
  
 figure; 
 plot(uo,Kwde); 
 title('Change of Kw_d_e to the change in Reference Airspeed'); 
 xlabel('Reference Airspeed [m/s]'); 
 ylabel('Gain'); 
  
 figure; 
 plot(uo,Kqde); 
 title('Change of Kq_d_e to the change in Reference Airspeed'); 
 xlabel('Reference Airspeed [m/s]'); 
 ylabel('Gain'); 
  
 figure; 
 plot(uo,Kthetade); 
 title('Change of Ktheta_d_e to the change in Reference Airspeed'); 
 xlabel('Reference Airspeed [m/s]'); 
 ylabel('Gain'); 
  
 figure; 
 plot(uo,Khde); 
 title('Change of Kh_d_e to the change in Reference Airspeed'); 
 xlabel('Reference Airspeed [m/s]'); 
 ylabel('Gain'); 
 
 figure; 
 plot(uo,KudT); 
 title('Change of Ku_d_T to the change in Reference Airspeed'); 
 xlabel('Reference Airspeed [m/s]'); 
 ylabel('Gain'); 
  
 figure; 
 plot(uo,KwdT); 
 title('Change of Kw_d_T to the change in Reference Airspeed'); 
 xlabel('Reference Airspeed [m/s]'); 
 ylabel('Gain'); 
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 figure; 
 plot(uo,KqdT); 
 title('Change of Kq_d_T to the change in Reference Airspeed'); 
 xlabel('Reference Airspeed [m/s]'); 
 ylabel('Gain'); 
  
 figure; 
 plot(uo,KthetadT); 
 title('Change of Ktheta_d_T to the change in Reference Airspeed'); 
 xlabel('Reference Airspeed [m/s]'); 
 ylabel('Gain'); 
  
 figure; 
 plot(uo,KhdT); 
 title('Change of Kh_d_T to the change in Reference Airspeed'); 
 xlabel('Reference Airspeed [m/s]'); 
 ylabel('Gain'); 
 
 figure; 
 plot(uo,N11); 
 title('Change of Nbar11 to the change in Reference Airspeed'); 
 xlabel('Reference Airspeed [m/s]'); 
 ylabel('Gain'); 
  
 figure; 
 plot(uo,N12); 
 title('Change of Nbar12 to the change in Reference Airspeed'); 
 xlabel('Reference Airspeed [m/s]'); 
 ylabel('Gain'); 
  
 figure; 
 plot(uo,N21); 
 title('Change of Nbar21 to the change in Reference Airspeed'); 
 xlabel('Reference Airspeed [m/s]'); 
 ylabel('Gain'); 
  
 figure; 
 plot(uo,N22); 
 title('Change of Nbar22 to the change in Reference Airspeed'); 
 xlabel('Reference Airspeed [m/s]'); 
 ylabel('Gain'); 
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APPENDIX E: Autopilot C program 
#include <mc9s12dp256.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include "vectors_dp256.c" 
unsigned char data = 0; 
unsigned char flag = 0; 
float M0z,M1z,M2z,M3z,M0s,M1s,M2s,M3s;// Motors offsets and scaling 
 
void main(void) 
 { 
      void mult(float M1[][5], float M2[][5], float M3[][5], int l, int 
m, int n); 
 void printM(float M[][5], int n, int m); 
 float getfloat(void); 
 void motor(int mot, float degree); 
 float Data[100][11]; 
 int choice,choice1,count,i; 
 float GPz,GPs,APz,APs,XRz,XRs,YRz,YRs,ZRz,ZRs,AOAz,AOAs; 
 float XAz,XAs,YAz,YAs,ZAz,ZAs,XTz,XTs,YTz,YTs; 
 int GP,AP,XR,YR,ZR,XA,YA,ZA,XT,YT,AOA; 
 float GP1,AP1,XR1,YR1,ZR1,XA1,YA1,ZA1,XT1,YT1,VRH,AOA1; 
 float uo,wo,qo,thetao,ho,U0i,U1i; 
 float U0,U1,U2,U3;//control inputs to servos 
 float Ka,Kt,Kr,Ke,Ra,Re,Rr,Rt; 
 float ALTref,SPref;// movement references 
 float dX[5][5]; 
 float dU[5][5]; 
 float Nbar[5][5]; 
 float K[5][5];  
 float result[5][5]; 
 float minus[5][5]; 
 float Ref[5][5];// movement references*/ 
/**************************************************/ 
 
/* 
SYNR     // Determines the pll clock freq 
REFDV    // Determines the pll clock freq 
CRGFLG   // The interrupt flags and status flags are located here 
CRGINT   // Interrupts can be enabled here 
CLKSEL   // Switch between PLL and OSCLK 
PLLCTL   // Turn on PLL System, clock monitor, auto/manual , self clock 
mode 
RTICTL   // Real Time Interrupt 
COPCTL   // COP 
ARMCOP   // COP 
*/ 
 while ((CRGFLG & 0x08) == 0x00); 
   CLKSEL = 0x00;    
   SYNR = 0x02; 
   REFDV = 0x01; 
         while ((CRGFLG & 0x08) == 0x00); 
         CLKSEL = 0x80;     
         while ((CRGFLG & 0x08) == 0x00); 
 
/****************************************************/  
VRH=4.97; 
/**************************************************/ 
 minus[0][0]=-1.0; 
 minus[0][1]=0.0; 
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 minus[0][2]=0.0; 
 minus[0][3]=0.0; 
 minus[0][4]=0.0; 
 minus[1][0]=0.0; 
 minus[1][1]=-1.0; 
 minus[1][2]=0.0; 
 minus[1][3]=0.0; 
 minus[1][4]=0.0; 
 minus[2][0]=0.0; 
 minus[2][1]=0.0; 
 minus[2][2]=-1.0; 
 minus[2][3]=0.0; 
 minus[2][4]=0.0; 
 minus[3][0]=0.0; 
 minus[3][1]=0.0; 
 minus[3][2]=0.0; 
 minus[3][3]=-1.0; 
 minus[3][4]=0.0; 
 minus[4][0]=0.0; 
 minus[4][1]=0.0; 
 minus[4][2]=0.0; 
 minus[4][3]=0.0; 
 minus[4][4]=-1.0; 
  
/******************* Initializing Gains **********/  
 GPz=0.1; 
 GPs=1.0/0.072046; 
 APz=3.0; 
 APs=-1.0/0.002077; 
 XRz=2.4194; 
 XRs=60.0; 
 YRz=VRH-2.4485; 
 YRs=60.0; 
 ZRz=2.7109; 
 ZRs=60.0; 
 XAz=2.3319; 
 XAs=2.6738; 
 YAz=2.5943; 
 YAs=2.6907; 
 ZAz=2.4291; 
 ZAs=2.8; 
 XTz=2.3679; 
 XTs=-1.0/0.03126; 
 YTz=2.1279; 
 YTs=-1.0/0.03126; 
 AOAz=0.0; 
 AOAs=1.0; 
  
 M0z=38.0; 
 M0s=0.25; 
 M1z=38.0; 
 M1s=0.25; 
 M2z=38.0; 
 M2s=0.25; 
 M3z=38.0; 
 M3s=0.25; 
  
/********************************************/  
/*feedback gains****************************/ 
 K[0][0]=-0.0046; //Ku_e 
 K[0][1]=0.0051;//Kw_e 
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 K[0][2]=-0.0102;//Kq_e 
 K[0][3]=-0.2013;//Ktheta_e 
 K[0][4]=-0.0058;//Kh_e 
 K[1][0]=0.0111;//Ku_t 
 K[1][1]=-0.0013;//Kw_t 
 K[1][2]=0.0002;//Kq_t 
 K[1][3]=0.0196;//Ktheta_t 
 K[1][4]=0.0081;//Kh_t 
  
 Nbar[0][0]=0.0211; 
 Nbar[0][1]=-0.0058; 
 Nbar[1][0]=0.0152; 
 Nbar[1][1]=0.0081; 
 Ka=2.0; 
 Kt=0.0; 
 Kr=1.0; 
 Ke=2.0; 
 Ra=0.0; 
 Re=0.0; 
 Rt=0.0; 
 Rr=0.0; 
/*************************************************/ 
/*initial conditions*/ 
uo=13.0;//m/s 
wo=0;//m/s 
qo=0;//degree/s 
thetao=0;//degree 
ho=50;//m 
U0i=0;//rad 
U1i=0;//rad 
/***********************/ 
/* reference inputs*/ 
ALTref=0.0; 
SPref=0.0; 
Ref[0][0]=0.0;//ref speed 
Ref[1][0]=0.0;//ref altitude 
/*************************************************/ 
serialsetup(); 
/*************************************************/ 
/******************* menu**************************************/  
while(1){ 
choice=-1; 
choice1=-1; 
 while(1){ 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("Main Menu:"); 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("1. Calibrate Sensors"); 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("2. Trim Motors"); 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("3. Set Reference points"); 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("4. Feedback Gains"); 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("5. Start"); 
 printnl(); 
 choice=getint(0x0d); 
 if(choice==1) 
 {while(1){ 
 printnl(); 
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 printstringl("Sensors Menu:"); 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("1.  Gauge Pressure"); 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("2.  Absolute Pressure"); 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("3.  X-Rate Gyro"); 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("4.  Y-Rate Gyro"); 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("5.  Z-Rate Gyro"); 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("6.  X-Accelerometer"); 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("7.  Y-Accelerometer"); 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("8.  Z-Accelerometer"); 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("9.  X-Tilt"); 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("10. Y-Tilt"); 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("11. Back to Main Menu"); 
 printnl();  
 choice1=getint(0x0d); 
  if(choice1==1) 
  {while(1){ 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("Gauge Pressure:"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("1. Zero offset"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("2. Scaling"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("3. Back to Sensors Menu"); 
  printnl(); 
  choice=getint(0x0d); 
   if(choice==1) 
   { 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("GP Zero offset= "); 
   printfloat(GPz); 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
   printnl(); 
   GPz=getfloat(); 
   } 
   if(choice==2) 
   { 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("GP Scaling= "); 
   printfloat(GPs); 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
   printnl(); 
   GPs=getfloat(); 
   } 
   if(choice==3) 
   {break;}    
  }} 
  if(choice1==2) 
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  {while(1){ 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("Absolute Pressure:"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("1. Zero offset"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("2. Scaling"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("3. Back to Sensors Menu"); 
  printnl(); 
  choice=getint(0x0d); 
   if(choice==1) 
   { 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("AP Zero offset= "); 
   printfloat(APz); 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
   printnl(); 
   APz=getfloat(); 
   } 
   if(choice==2) 
   { 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("AP Scaling= "); 
   printfloat(APs); 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
   printnl(); 
   APs=getfloat(); 
   } 
   if(choice==3) 
   {break;}  
  }} 
  if(choice1==3) 
  {while(1){ 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("X-Rate Gyro:"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("1. Zero offset"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("2. Scaling"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("3. Back to Sensors Menu"); 
  printnl(); 
  choice=getint(0x0d); 
   if(choice==1) 
   { 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("XR Zero offset= "); 
   printfloat(XRz); 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
   printnl(); 
   XRz=getfloat(); 
   } 
   if(choice==2) 
   { 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("XR Scaling= "); 
   printfloat(XRs); 
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   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
   printnl(); 
   XRs=getfloat(); 
   } 
   if(choice==3) 
   {break;}  
  }} 
  if(choice1==4) 
  {while(1){ 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("Y-Rate Gyro:"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("1. Zero offset"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("2. Scaling"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("3. Back to Sensors Menu"); 
  printnl(); 
  choice=getint(0x0d); 
   if(choice==1) 
   { 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("YR Zero offset= "); 
   printfloat(YRz); 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
   printnl(); 
   YRz=getfloat(); 
   } 
   if(choice==2) 
   { 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("YR Scaling= "); 
   printfloat(YRs); 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
   printnl(); 
   YRs=getfloat(); 
   } 
   if(choice==3) 
   {break;}  
  }} 
  if(choice1==5) 
  {while(1){ 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("Z-Rate Gyro:"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("1. Zero offset"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("2. Scaling"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("3. Back to Sensors Menu"); 
  printnl(); 
  choice=getint(0x0d); 
   if(choice==1) 
   { 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("ZR Zero offset= "); 
   printfloat(ZRz); 
   printnl(); 
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   printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
   printnl(); 
   ZRz=getfloat(); 
   } 
   if(choice==2) 
   { 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("ZR Scaling= "); 
   printfloat(ZRs); 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
   printnl(); 
   ZRs=getfloat(); 
   } 
   if(choice==3) 
   {break;}  
  }} 
  if(choice1==6) 
  {while(1){ 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("X-Accelerometer:"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("1. Zero offset"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("2. Scaling"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("3. Back to Sensors Menu"); 
  printnl(); 
  choice=getint(0x0d); 
   if(choice==1) 
   { 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("XA Zero offset= "); 
   printfloat(XAz); 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
   printnl(); 
   XAz=getfloat(); 
   } 
   if(choice==2) 
   { 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("XA Scaling= "); 
   printfloat(XAs); 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
   printnl(); 
   XAs=getfloat(); 
   } 
   if(choice==3) 
   {break;}  
  }} 
  if(choice1==7) 
  {while(1){ 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("Y-Accelerometer:"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("1. Zero offset"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("2. Scaling"); 
  printnl(); 
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  printstringl("3. Back to Sensors Menu"); 
  printnl(); 
  choice=getint(0x0d); 
   if(choice==1) 
   { 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("YA Zero offset= "); 
   printfloat(YAz); 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
   printnl(); 
   YAz=getfloat(); 
   } 
   if(choice==2) 
   { 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("YA Scaling= "); 
   printfloat(YAs); 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
   printnl(); 
   YAs=getfloat(); 
   } 
   if(choice==3) 
   {break;}  
  }} 
  if(choice1==8) 
  {while(1){ 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("Z-Accelerometer:"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("1. Zero offset"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("2. Scaling"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("3. Back to Sensors Menu"); 
  printnl(); 
  choice=getint(0x0d); 
   if(choice==1) 
   { 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("ZA Zero offset= "); 
   printfloat(ZAz); 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
   printnl(); 
   ZAz=getfloat(); 
   } 
   if(choice==2) 
   { 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("ZA Scaling= "); 
   printfloat(ZAs); 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
   printnl(); 
   ZAs=getfloat(); 
   } 
   if(choice==3) 
   {break;}  
  }} 
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  if(choice1==9) 
  {while(1){ 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("X-Tilt:"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("1. Zero offset"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("2. Scaling"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("3. Back to Sensors Menu"); 
  printnl(); 
  choice=getint(0x0d); 
   if(choice==1) 
   { 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("XT Zero offset= "); 
   printfloat(XTz); 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
   printnl(); 
   XTz=getfloat(); 
   } 
   if(choice==2) 
   { 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("XT Scaling= "); 
   printfloat(XTs); 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
   printnl(); 
   XTs=getfloat(); 
   } 
   if(choice==3) 
   {break;}  
  }} 
  if(choice1==10) 
  {while(1){ 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("Y-Tilt:"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("1. Zero offset"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("2. Scaling"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("3. Back to Sensors Menu"); 
  printnl(); 
  choice=getint(0x0d); 
   if(choice==1) 
   { 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("YT Zero offset= "); 
   printfloat(YTz); 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
   printnl(); 
   YTz=getfloat(); 
   } 
   if(choice==2) 
   { 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("YT Scaling= "); 
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   printfloat(YTs); 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
   printnl(); 
   YTs=getfloat(); 
   } 
   if(choice==3) 
   {break;}  
  }} 
  if(choice1==11) 
  {choice1=0;choice=0;break;} 
 }} 
 /**************************/ 
 if(choice==2) 
 {while(1){ 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("Motors Menu:"); 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("1.  Throttle servo"); 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("2.  Elevator servo"); 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("3.  Ailerons servo"); 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("4.  Rudder servo"); 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("5. Back to Main Menu"); 
 printnl();  
 choice1=getint(0x0d); 
  if(choice1==1) 
  {while(1){ 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("Throttle servo:"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("1. Zero offset"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("2. Scaling"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("3. Back to Sensors Menu"); 
  printnl(); 
  choice=getint(0x0d); 
   if(choice==1) 
   { 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Throttle servo Zero offset= "); 
   printfloat(M1z); 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
   printnl(); 
   M1z=getfloat(); 
   } 
   if(choice==2) 
   { 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Throttle servo Scaling= "); 
   printfloat(M1s); 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
   printnl(); 
   M1s=getfloat(); 
   } 
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   if(choice==3) 
   {break;}    
  }} 
  if(choice1==2) 
  {while(1){ 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("Elevator servo:"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("1. Zero offset"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("2. Scaling"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("3. Back to Sensors Menu"); 
  printnl(); 
  choice=getint(0x0d); 
   if(choice==1) 
   { 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Elevator servo Zero offset= "); 
   printfloat(M3z); 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
   printnl(); 
   M3z=getfloat(); 
   } 
   if(choice==2) 
   { 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Elevator servo Scaling= "); 
   printfloat(M3s); 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
   printnl(); 
   M3s=getfloat(); 
   } 
   if(choice==3) 
   {break;}  
  }} 
  if(choice1==3) 
  {while(1){ 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("Ailerons servo:"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("1. Zero offset"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("2. Scaling"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("3. Back to Sensors Menu"); 
  printnl(); 
  choice=getint(0x0d); 
   if(choice==1) 
   { 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Ailerons servo Zero offset= "); 
   printfloat(M0z); 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
   printnl(); 
   M0z=getfloat(); 
   } 
   if(choice==2) 
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   { 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Ailerons servo Scaling= "); 
   printfloat(M0s); 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
   printnl(); 
   M0s=getfloat(); 
   } 
   if(choice==3) 
   {break;}  
  }} 
  if(choice1==4) 
  {while(1){ 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("Rudder servo:"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("1. Zero offset"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("2. Scaling"); 
  printnl(); 
  printstringl("3. Back to Sensors Menu"); 
  printnl(); 
  choice=getint(0x0d); 
   if(choice==1) 
   { 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Rudder servo Zero offset= "); 
   printfloat(M2z); 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
   printnl(); 
   M2z=getfloat(); 
   } 
   if(choice==2) 
   { 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Rudder servo Scaling= "); 
   printfloat(M2s); 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
   printnl(); 
   M2s=getfloat(); 
   } 
   if(choice==3) 
   {break;}  
  }} 
   
  if(choice1==5) 
  {choice1=0;choice=0;break;} 
 }} 
 /******************************/ 
 if(choice==3) 
 {while(1){ 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("Reference Points:"); 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("1. Reference Pitch"); 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("2. Reference Roll"); 
 printnl(); 
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 printstringl("3. Reference Yaw"); 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("4. Back to Main Menu"); 
 printnl(); 
 choice1=getint(0x0d); 
 
 if(choice1==1) 
 { 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("Reference Pitch= "); 
 printfloat(Re); 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
 printnl(); 
 Re=getfloat(); 
 } 
 if(choice1==2) 
 { 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("Reference Roll= "); 
 printfloat(Ra); 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
 printnl(); 
 Ra=getfloat(); 
 } 
 if(choice1==3) 
 { 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("Reference Yaw= "); 
 printfloat(Rr); 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
 printnl(); 
 Rr=getfloat(); 
 } 
 if(choice1==4) 
 {choice=0;break;} 
 }} 
 if(choice==4) 
 {while(1){ 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("Feedback Gains Menu:"); 
 printnl();  
 printstringl("1. Pitch controller P Gain"); 
 printnl();  
 printstringl("2. Roll controller P Gain"); 
 printnl();  
 printstringl("3. Yaw Damper P Gain"); 
 printnl(); 
 printstringl("4. Back to Main Menu"); 
 printnl();  
 choice1=getint(0x0d); 
   if(choice1==1) 
   { 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Pitch controller P Gain= "); 
   printfloat(Ke); 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
   printnl(); 
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   Ke=getfloat(); 
   } 
   if(choice1==2) 
   { 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Roll controller P Gain= "); 
   printfloat(Ka); 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
   printnl(); 
   Ka=getfloat(); 
   } 
   if(choice1==3) 
   { 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Yaw Damper P Gain= "); 
   printfloat(Kr); 
   printnl(); 
   printstringl("Enter a new value:"); 
   printnl(); 
   Kr=getfloat(); 
   } 
  
  if(choice1==4) 
  {choice=0;choice1=0;break;} 
 }} 
 if(choice==5) 
 {printstringl("\nStarting Autopilot press ESC to 
exit...\n");break;} 
 }//end of while 
/**********************end of menu********************************/  
 /************setup ATD***************/ 
 ATDsetup(); 
 /************setup PWM***************/ 
 PWMsetup(); 
 ///////////////////////////////////// 
 count=1;  
 flag=1; 
 asm("cli"); 
 while(flag){ 
 /************read sensors************/ 
 GP=0; 
 AP=0; 
 XR=0; 
 YR=0; 
 ZR=0; 
 XA=0; 
 YA=0; 
 ZA=0; 
 XT=0; 
 YT=0; 
 AOA=0; 
 for(i=0;i<30;i++){ 
  
 while ( !(ATD0STAT0 & 0x80) );  
 AP=AP+ATD0DR2H*16*16+ATD0DR2L; 
 XR=XR+ATD0DR3H*16*16+ATD0DR3L; 
 YR=YR+ATD0DR4H*16*16+ATD0DR4L; 
 ZR=ZR+ATD0DR5H*16*16+ATD0DR5L; 
 XT=XT+ATD0DR6H*16*16+ATD0DR6L; 
 YT=YT+ATD0DR7H*16*16+ATD0DR7L; 
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 while ( !(ATD1STAT0 & 0x80) );  
 XA=XA+ATD1DR1H*16*16+ATD1DR1L; 
 YA=YA+ATD1DR0H*16*16+ATD1DR0L; 
 ZA=ZA+ATD1DR2H*16*16+ATD1DR2L; 
 GP=GP+ATD1DR3H*16*16+ATD1DR3L;//from alfa input 
 AOA=AOA+ATD1DR4H*16*16+ATD1DR4L;//from beta input 
 } 
  
 GP=GP/30; 
 AP=AP/30; 
 XR=XR/30; 
 YR=YR/30; 
 ZR=ZR/30; 
 XA=XA/30; 
 YA=YA/30; 
 ZA=ZA/30; 
 XT=XT/30; 
 YT=YT/30; 
 AOA=AOA/30; 
 //////////// 
  
  
 AOA1=VRH*AOA/1023.0; 
 GP1=VRH*GP/1023.0; 
 AP1=VRH*AP/1023.0; 
 /*fixed*************************************************/ 
 XR1=XRs*((VRH*XR/1023.0)-XRz); 
 YR1=YRs*((VRH-(VRH*YR/1023.0))-YRz); 
 ZR1=ZRs*((VRH-(VRH*ZR/1023.0))-ZRz);//because it is inverted in 
the hardware 
 XA1=XAs*(VRH-(VRH*XA/1023.0)-XAz);//because it is conected to the 
inverting input of opamp 
 YA1=YAs*(VRH-(VRH*YA/1023.0)-YAz);//because it is conected to the 
inverting input of opamp 
 ZA1=ZAs*(VRH-(VRH*ZA/1023.0)-ZAz);//because it is conected to the 
inverting input of opamp 
 XT1=XTs*((VRH*XT/1023.0)-XTz); 
 YT1=YTs*((VRH*YT/1023.0)-YTz); 
 /****************************************************************/ 
 /*converting to radians*/ 
 YR1=YR1*_PI/180.0; 
 YT1=YT1*_PI/180.0; 
 /*taking delta X(states)*************/ 
dX[0][0]=GP1-uo; 
dX[1][0]=ZR1-wo; 
dX[2][0]=YR1-qo; 
dX[3][0]=YT1-thetao; 
dX[4][0]=AP1-ho; 
 /************compute U***************/ 
mult(K,minus,result,2,5,5); 
mult(result,dX,dU,2,5,1); 
Ref[1][0]=XA1-ho; 
mult(Nbar,Ref,result,2,2,1); 
dU[0][0]=dU[0][0]+result[0][0]; 
dU[1][0]=dU[1][0]+result[1][0]; 
 
U0=dU[0][0];//modify to compute deltae and deltat 
U1=dU[1][0]; 
U0=0.0;U1=0.0; 
U0=180.0*(U0+U0i)/_PI;//add the initial then change to degrees 
U1=180.0*(U1+U1i)/_PI;//add the initial then change to degrees 
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U0=Ka*(Ra-XT1); 
U1=Kt*(Rt-GP1); 
U2=Kr*(Rr-ZR1); 
U3=Ke*(Re-YT1); 
 
 /************output PWM**************/ 
 motor(0,U0);// motor0 is the ailerons command 
 motor(1,U1);// motor1 is the throttle command 
 motor(2,U2);// motor2 is the rudder command 
 motor(3,U3);// motor3 is the elevetor command 
  
 /***************************************/ 
 /************output sensors reading**/ 
 if(count%50==0) 
 { 
 printnl(); 
 printfloat(GP1); 
 printstring("\t"); 
 printfloat(AOA1); 
 printstring("\t"); 
 printfloat(YT1); 
 printstring("\t"); 
 printfloat(YR1); 
 printstring("\t"); 
 printfloat(U3); 
 printstring("\t"); 
 printfloat(Re); 
 printnl(); 
 count=1; 
 } 
 /************************************/ 
 count++; 
 }// end of while 
 asm("sei"); 
 }//main while loop 
  }//end of main 
/*************************************************/ 
void motor(int mot, float degree){ 
float duty; 
/************************/ 
/*saturation*/ 
if(degree>30.0)degree=30.0; 
if(degree<-30.0)degree=-30.0; 
/************************/ 
 
 
switch(mot){ 
case 0: 
  { 
  duty=M0s*degree+M0z; 
  PWMsignal(duty,0); 
  break; 
  }  
case 1: 
  { 
  degree=-1.0*degree;//because throttle is invertly installed on 
the aircraft 
  if(degree>20.0)degree=20.0;//added to saturate the throttle 
  if(degree<-20.0)degree=-20.0;//added to saturate the throttle 
  duty=M1s*degree+M1z; 
  PWMsignal(duty,1); 
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  break; 
  } 
case 2:    
  { 
  degree=-1.0*degree;//because rudder is invertly installed on the 
aircraft 
  duty=M2s*degree+M2z; 
  PWMsignal(duty,2); 
  break; 
  } 
case 3: 
  { 
  degree=-1.0*degree;//because elevator is invertly installed on 
the aircraft 
  duty=M3s*degree+M3z; 
  PWMsignal(duty,3); 
  break; 
  } 
}//end of switch 
}//end of function 
/**************************************************/ 
void _sci_isr(void){ 
   if ((SCI0SR1 & 0x20) != 0) 
   { 
      data = SCI0DRL; 
   if(data==27) 
   flag = 0; 
   } 
}// end of function 
/**************************************************/ 
float getfloat(void){ 
float npower(int p); 
int count,x,n,m,s,i; 
float f; 
char temp[12]; 
s=0; 
count=0; 
while(1) 
{ 
temp[count]=getchar(); 
if(temp[count]=='.') 
{m=count;} 
if(temp[count]==0x0D) 
{break;} 
count++; 
} 
n=count; 
if(temp[0]=='-') 
s=1; 
i=0; 
x=0; 
for(count=m-1;count>=s;count--) 
{ 
x=x+(temp[count]-48)*power(i); 
i++; 
} 
f=(float)x; 
i=1; 
for(count=m+1;count<n;count++) 
{ 
f=f+((float)(temp[count]-48))*npower(i); 
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i++; 
} 
if(temp[0]=='-') 
{f=-f;} 
return f; 
}// end of function 
/**************************************************/ 
float npower(int p){ 
float x=1.0; 
int i; 
for(i=0;i<p;i++) 
{x=x/10.0;} 
return x; 
}//end of function 
/**************************************************/ 
/*this function multiply M3=M1*M2 where M1 is l*m, M2 is m*n and M3 
would be l*n*/ 
void mult(float M1[][5], float M2[][5], float M3[][5], int l, int m, int 
n){ 
int i,j,k; 
for(i=0;i<l;i++) 
for(j=0;j<n;j++) 
{M3[i][j]=0.0; 
for(k=0;k<m;k++) 
M3[i][j]+=M1[i][k]*M2[k][j]; 
} 
}//end of function 
/**************************************************/ 
/* print a n*m Matrix M*/ 
void printM(float M[][5], int n, int m){ 
int i,j; 
for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 
for(j=0;j<m;j++){ 
printfloat(M[i][j]); 
printstring("\t"); 
} 
printnl(); 
} 
}//end of function 
/**************************************************/ 

 

Myfunctions.c: which contains my library for basic functions. 

#include <mc9s12dp256.h> 
/****************************************************/ 
//void serialsetup(int baud,int comport){ 
void serialsetup(void){ 
/******************************************************/ 
    SCI0CR2 = 0x2C;/* Enable transmit and recieve*/  
 SCI0BDL=152;   
}//end of function 
/*********************************************************/ 
void printchar(char x){ 
    SCI0DRL=x; 
    while ( !(SCI0SR1 & 0x80) );     /* Loop until character is 
transmitted*/  
}//end of function 
/*********************************************************/ 
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void printstringl(char smessage[]){ 
int count=0; 
unsigned int i; 
 while(1) 
      { 
   i=0; 
     if(smessage[count]=='\0') 
          { 
            break;     
          } 
  SCI0DRL=smessage[count]; 
        while ( !(SCI0SR1 & 0x80) );     /* Loop until character is 
transmitted*/  
  for(i=0;i<65533;i++);//just to delay between charechters so 
RF works fine 
        count++; 
    }//end of while 
}//end of function 
/*********************************************************/ 
void printstring(char smessage[]){ 
int count=0; 
 while(1) 
      { 
     if(smessage[count]=='\0') 
          { 
            break;     
          } 
  SCI0DRL=smessage[count]; 
        while ( !(SCI0SR1 & 0x80) );     /* Loop until character is 
transmitted*/  
        count++; 
    }//end of while 
}//end of function 
/*********************************************************/ 
void printnl(void){ 
SCI0DRL=0x0D; 
while ( !(SCI0SR1 & 0x80) );     /* Loop until character is 
transmitted*/ 
SCI0DRL=0x0A; 
while ( !(SCI0SR1 & 0x80) );     /* Loop until character is 
transmitted*/ 
}//end of function 
/**************************************************/ 
/************* max int is 32767 *************************/ 
void printint(int x){ 
void printstring(char smessage[]); 
int a,b,c,d,e,f; 
char n[6]; 
if(x<0) 
{ 
printstring("-"); 
x=x*-1; 
} 
a=x/10000; 
b=(x-a*10000)/1000; 
c=(x-(a*10000+b*1000))/100; 
d=(x-(a*10000+b*1000+c*100))/10; 
e=x-(a*10000+b*1000+c*100+d*10); 
if(a==0){ 
if(b==0){ 
if(c==0){ 
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if(d==0){ 
n[0]=e+48; 
n[1]='\0'; 
}else{ 
n[0]=d+48; 
n[1]=e+48; 
n[2]='\0';} 
}else{ 
n[0]=c+48; 
n[1]=d+48; 
n[2]=e+48; 
n[3]='\0';} 
} 
else{ 
n[0]=b+48; 
n[1]=c+48; 
n[2]=d+48; 
n[3]=e+48; 
n[4]='\0'; 
} 
} 
else{ 
n[0]=a+48; 
n[1]=b+48; 
n[2]=c+48; 
n[3]=d+48; 
n[4]=e+48; 
n[5]='\0'; 
} 
printstring(n); 
}//end of function 
/*********************************************************/ 
void printfloat(float x){ 
void printint(int x); 
void printstring(char smessage[]); 
int y,zz; 
float z; 
char n[5]; 
y=(int)x; 
if(x<0.0) 
{ 
z=10000.0*((float)y-x); 
} 
else{ 
z=10000.0*(x-(float)y); 
} 
zz=(int)z; 
n[0]=zz/1000; 
n[1]=(zz-n[0]*1000)/100; 
n[2]=(zz-(n[0]*1000+n[1]*100))/10; 
n[3]=zz-(n[0]*1000+n[1]*100+n[2]*10)+48; 
n[4]='\0'; 
n[0]=n[0]+48;  
n[1]=n[1]+48; 
n[2]=n[2]+48; 
if(n[3]==48){ 
if(n[2]==48){ 
if(n[1]==48){n[1]='\0';} 
n[2]='\0'; 
} 
n[3]='\0'; 
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} 
if(x<0.0&&y==0) 
{printstring("-");} 
printint(y); 
printstring("."); 
printstring(n); 
}//end of function 
/**************************************************/ 
char getchar(void){ 
char x; 
while ( !(SCI0SR1 & 0x20) );     /* Loop until character is recieved*/  
x=SCI0DRL; 
return x; 
}//end of function 
/**************************************************/ 
int getint(char d){ 
char getchar(void); 
int x,count; 
char temp[7]; 
count=0; 
while(1) 
{ 
temp[count]=getchar(); 
if(temp[count]==d) 
{break;} 
count++; 
} 
if(count==1) 
{x=temp[0]-48;} 
if(count==2) 
 { 
 if(temp[0]=='-') 
 {x=-1*(temp[1]-48);} 
 else 
 {x=10*(temp[0]-48)+(temp[1]-48);} 
 } 
if(count==3) 
 { 
 if(temp[0]=='-') 
 {x=-1*(10*(temp[1]-48)+(temp[2]-48));} 
 else 
 {x=100*(temp[0]-48)+10*(temp[1]-48)+(temp[2]-48);} 
 } 
if(count==4) 
 { 
 if(temp[0]=='-') 
 {x=-1*(100*(temp[1]-48)+10*(temp[2]-48)+(temp[3]-48));} 
 else 
 {x=1000*(temp[0]-48)+100*(temp[1]-48)+10*(temp[2]-48)+(temp[3]-
48);} 
 } 
if(count==5) 
 { 
 if(temp[0]=='-') 
 {x=-1*(1000*(temp[1]-48)+100*(temp[2]-48)+10*(temp[3]-
48)+(temp[4]-48));} 
 else 
 {x=10000*(temp[0]-48)+1000*(temp[1]-48)+100*(temp[2]-
48)+10*(temp[3]-48)+(temp[4]-48);} 
 } 
if(count==6) 
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 {x=-1*(10000*(temp[1]-48)+1000*(temp[2]-48)+100*(temp[3]-
48)+10*(temp[4]-48)+(temp[5]-48));} 
return x; 
}//end of function 
/**************************************************/ 
int power(int p){ 
int x=1; 
int i; 
for(i=0;i<p;i++) 
{x=x*10;} 
return x; 
}//end of function 
/**************************************************/ 
void ATDsetup(void){ 
ATD0CTL2=0x80; 
ATD0CTL3=0x00; 
ATD0CTL4=0x05; 
ATD0CTL5=0xb0; 
//////////////// 
ATD1CTL2=0x80; 
ATD1CTL3=0x00; 
ATD1CTL4=0x05; 
ATD1CTL5=0xb0; 
}//end of function 
/**************************************************/ 
void PWMsetup(void){ 
PWME=0x0f; 
PWMPOL=0xff; 
PWMCLK=0xff; 
PWMPRCLK=0x66; 
PWMCAE=0x00; 
PWMCTL=0x00; 
PWMSCLA=0x03; 
PWMSCLB=0x03; 
PWMPER0=0xff; 
PWMPER1=0xff; 
PWMPER2=0xff; 
PWMPER3=0xff; 
}//end of function 
/**************************************************/ 
void PWMsignal(float d,int ch){ 
d=d*2.55;//255 is 0xff which is the period value 
switch(ch){ 
case 0:{PWMDTY0=(int)d;break;}  
case 1:{PWMDTY1=(int)d;break;} 
case 2:{PWMDTY2=(int)d;break;} 
case 3:{PWMDTY3=(int)d;break;} 
}//end of switch 
}//end of function 
/**************************************************/ 
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